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ABSTRACT

Various safety studies on Pressurised Water. and
Boiling Water reactors have been conducted. However, a
detailed report on probabilistic safety assessment(PSA) of
PRWRs is not available. PSA level 1 results of the
standardised 235 MWe PHWR under construction at Narora are
presented herein. Fault Tree analysis of various initiating
events(IEs), safety systems has been completed. Event Tree
analysis has been performed for all the dominating IEs to
identify the accident sequences and a list of the
dominating accident sequences is included. Analysis has
been carried out using Monte Carlo simulation to propagate
the uncertainties in failure rate data. Further,
uncertainty analysis is extended to obtain distributions
for the accident sequences and core damage frequency. Some
noteworthy results of the study apart from the various
design modifications incorporated during the design phase
are:

i) The accident sequences resulting from station blackout
are dominant contributors to the core damage
frequency.

ii) Class-IV transients, small break LOCA are significant
IEs. Main steam line break is likely to induce st*ea« <:\ u-
generator tube ruptures.

iii) Moderator circulation, fire fighting system, secondary
steam relief are relatively important in core damage
frequency reductions.

iv) Under accidental situations human errors are likely to
be associated with valving in shutdown cooling and
fire fighting systems.
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PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT

ATOMIC POWER PROJECT

1 INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic Safety Assessment(PSA) in the context of
Nuclear Power Plants(NPPs) is associated with the models
that predict the offsite radiological release resulting
from the potential reactor accidents. In its entirety, it
comprises the following levels:

1.Identification of accident sequences and quantitative
estimates of the frequency of each i.e System Analysis

2. Radiological release to the environment associated with
each class of accident sequence i.e. Containment
Analysis

3. Analysis of the off-site consequences of the release
i.e. Consequence Analysis

It is intended to obtain a fullscope probabilistic
model of a standardised 235MWe Pressurised Heavy Water
Reactor(PHWR) which would be used in the safety and
operational analysis of the reactor. The model would be a
risk management tool to meet the following objectives.

a. Determining the core damage frequency using a set of
internal Initiating Events(IEs) and external IEs like
loss of off-site power

b. Identification and quantification of the dominating
accident sequences, uncertain!ties and specific
contributers to system failures to establish their test
and procurement procedures

c. Identifying design and operational weaknesses

d. Supporting decisions on safety issues



e. Developing test and maintenance schedules and
determxiiing allowable outage tines to assist in the
establishment of criteria for Technical Specifications

f. Correlating accident .-sequences to release categories

g. Consequence modelling and risk estimation

Narora Atomic Power Project(NAPP) is a 235 MWe PHWR
under construction and would be a standardised design for
the forthcoming similar projects under construction or
being planned. A PSA study of HAPP was undertaken* to
identify the dominating accident sequences relevent to PHWR
design, quantify the same using System Reliability Models
like Fault Tree etc. to fulfill the various objectives and
perform a design evaluation to improve Safety and
Reliability and possibly think in terms of an Inherently
Safe Reactor. This report presents the result? of Level-I
PSA carried out for HAPP in terms of the following
information.

a. Identification of dominating Initiating Events

b. Reliability analysis of various IEs and the Engineered
Safety Functions(ESFsi using Fault Tree methods.

c. Identification of accident sequences leading to core
damage using Event Tr«e methods

d. Quantification of accident sequences to obtain
dominating accident sequences leading to fixing the
reliability requirements of various systems in reducing
the risk

e. Uncertainty analysis and error propagation to account
for the variability in component failure data, accident
sequence and core damage frequency etc.



2 INITIATING

Many important studies,examples [1],[2] have been
performed on the use of PSA in case of Light Water
Reactors(LWRs), however, a detailed study is yet to appear
for a PHWR, In order to identify the IEs applicable to a
PHWR, it would be worthwhile to list the different design
features. The PHWR is a heavy water cooled, heavy water
moderated, natural uranium fuelled reactor which utilises
the pressure tube concept. The pressure tubes containing
the fuel run horizontally through the reactor core. Each
pressure tube is isolated and insulated from the heavy
water moderator by a concentric calandria tube and a gas
annulus. The moderator is operated at low temperature and
pressure. The reactivity control and shutdown mechanisms
reside in the low pressure moderator, thus simplifying
their design, construction and maintenance and eliminating
virtually, the possibility of their ejection in an accident
situation. In the standardised design, two fast acting,
independent, diverse shutdown systems are provided and on a
reactor trip, the moderator is not dumped. Thus, in case of
loss of coolant accidents, the cool moderator can act as a
heat sink.

The IEs can be generally classified into the following

main groups:

1, Decrease in reactor coolant inventory

"»,. Increase in reactor coolant inventory

3. Decrease in reactor coolant system flow rate

4. Decrease in heat removal by secondary system

5. Increase in heat removal by secondary system

6. Reactivity and power distribution anomalies

7. Anticipated transients without scram(ATWS)



8. Radioactive releases from a sub-system or component

9. Others

Annex. 2 of Safety Guide SGD11[3] gives a list of IEs
generally analysed for the application of a licence for LWR
in U.S.A. A number of IEs listed below were added to
account for the design differences between PHWRs and LWRs.

1. Leakage from the seal plug after refuelling (group 1)

2. Bleed valve stuck open(1)

3. Failure of a limited number of tubes in any heat

exchanger other than steam generator in PHT systenCI)

4. Failure of coolant channel including its end fittingd)

5. Feed valve stuck open(2)

6. Bleed valve stuck closed(2)

7. Bleed isolation valve closed(2)

8. Flow blockage in any coolant channel assenbly/any

feeder(3)

9. Failure of reactor moderator flow(6)

10. Failure at any location of moderator system piping(6)

11. Failure of fuelling machine when off the reactor and

full of irradiated fuel(8)

A composite list incorporating the IEs given in

reference [3] and those enumerated above was prepared and

is given below.

1.0 Increase in heat removal bv secondary 8VStC»

1.1 Feed water system malfunction that results in decrease

in feed water temperature.



1.2 Feed water system malfunction that results in an
increase in feed water flow.

1.3 Steam Pressure Regulator(Regulating system)
malfunction or failure that results in increasing
steam flow.

1.4 Inadvertant opening of a relief valve resulting in
steam flow increase.

1.5 Spectra of steam system piping failures inside and
outside containment.

2.0 Decrease in heat removal bv tfte secondary g.vfftffli

2.1 Boiler pressure control(BPC) system malfunction
resulting in decrease in steam flow.

2.2 Loss of external electrical load.

2.3 Turbine trips

2.4 Inadvertant closure of main steam isolation valve.

2.5 Loss of condenser vaccum.

2.6 Class IV power failure i.e. coincident loss of station
as well as grid supply.

2.7 Loss of normal feed flow.

2.B Feed water piping break

3.0 Decrease in reactor coolant syĝ f** fl,ow ratg

3.1 Single and multiple reactor coolant pump trips.

3.2 Coolant pump shaft seizure.

3.3 Coolant pump shaft breakage.

3.4 Flow blockage in any reactor fuel channel assembly.



3.5 Failure of all mechanical seals on PHT puap(s).

4.0 Increase in reactor coolaat inventory.

4.1 Feed valve stuck open.

4.2 Bleed valve stuck closed.

4.3 Bleed isolation valve closed by mistake by the
operator.

5.0 Decrease in reactor coolant inventory.

5.1 Inadvertant opening of a relief valve in PHT system.

5.2 Feed water tube or insturinent tube breakage.

5.3 Steam generator tube/tubes failure.

5.4 End plug fails to close after refuelling.

5.5 PHT header and piping failure.

5.6 Bleed valves stuck open.

5.7 Feed isolating valve closed by operator's mistake.

5.8 Pressure tube failure{ followed by calandria tube
failure releasing PHT coolant to the moderator.

5.3 Failure of large number of tubes in any heat
exchanger( other than steam generator) in PHT system(
bleed cooler, gland cooler, shutdown cooler).

5.10 Failure of end fitting of any channel assembly
followed by the failure of lattice tube of end shield
through which the end fitting runs.

5.11 Failure of mechanical joint between pump cover and
pump casing of main coolant pumps.

5.12 Massive failure of a pump cover/casing of main coolant

pump.



6.0 Reactivity and power distribution an»nliy

6.1 Uncontrolled withdrawal of control rod{ Reactivity
control mechanism) assembly from a sub-critical or low
power start up condition ( assuming the most
unfavourable conditions of the core and reactor
coolant system).

6.2 Uncontrolled withdrawal of control rod assembly at a
particular powerf assuming the most unfavourable
reactivity conditions of the core and the reactor
coolant system) that yields the most severe result(
low power to full power).

6.3 Chemical control( composition) system malfunction that
results in a decrease in boron concentration in
reactor coolant.

6.4 Fuel bundle ejection accident.

6.5 Failure of reactor moderator flow.

6.6 Failure at any location of any pipe of reactor
moderator system.

6.7 Drop of a load on reactivity mechanisms.

7.0 Radioactive release from a subsystem or component.

7.1 Tritium leakage.

7.2 Radioactive gas waste system leak or failure.

7.3 Radioactive liquid waste system leak or failure.

7.4 Postulated radioactive releases due to liquid tank
failures.

7.5 Design basis fuel handling accident.

7.6 Accidental dropping of spent fuel casks( during
transfer of fuel to reprocessing plants).
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7.7 Failure of fuelling machine when off-reactor

containing full complement of irradiated fuel.

7.8 Failure of containment dousing
(a) A douse has occured prior to accident.
(b) Dousing system is; unavailable following accident.

7.9 Containment and associated system failure.

7.10 One door open of air lock or transfer chamber aost
critical for radioactive release from containment and
seals on second door defla.ted( its impact, for
example, when PHT syntem is leaking or has broken).

7.11 Failure to close any containment isolation device.

8.0 Anticipated transients without scram( Dual failures).

8.1 Inadvertant withdraw! of control rod( like 6.1 and 6.2
plus faulure of trips).

8.2 Loss of feed water.

8.3 Loss of class IV power.

8.4 Loss of electrical load.

8.5 Loss of condenser vaccum.

8.6 Turbine trip.

8.7 Closure of main stea.a line isolation valve.

9.0 Others.

9.1 Failure of instrument air.

9.2 Design basis fire.

9.3 Design basis earthquake.



9.4 Degraded operation of containment atmosphere cooling
equipment( coupled with PHT failure).

9.5 Leaking containment( coupled with radioactive release
from any other systems).

9.6 Turbine overspeed protection faulure.

9.7 Turbine break up.

9.8 Design basis tornado.

9.9 Failure of steam generator support.

9.10 Massive failure of station cooling water
tunnel/discharge duct.

Based on the analytical study of the causes and
consequences, the following events are considered important
for further studies.

1. PHT header and piping failure(group 1)

2. Steam generator tube (a) failured)

3. Coolant channel failure(s)(1)

4. Spectrum of steam system piping failure inside and
outside containment(5)

5. Loss of normal feed flow(4)

6. Feed water pipe breaks(4)

7. Class IV failure i.e. coincident loss of station as
well as grid supply(4)

8. Compressed air failure

9. Fuelling machine induced LOCAsd)

10. Leakage from the seal plug after refuellingd)



11. Loss of regulation

12. Flow blockage in any coolant channel assembly/feeder(3)

13. Process water system failure(9)

14. Single and multiple reactor coolant pusp failure(s)(3)

15. Failure of a limited number of tubes in any heat
exchanger other than the steam generator in PHT
systemd)

16. Failure of moderator flcw(6)

17. Turbine trips(4)

As can be inferred from the list above, the effect of
internally generated missiles, man induced events( air
craft crashes) and natural phenomena on the reactor and its
associated systems is not considered in this analysis, in
addition some events like ATWS are not considered due. to
two independent fast acting and diverse shutdown systems in
PHWRs. Turbine trip is covered by other events( partly by
class IV failure and partly by IRV opening and/or secondary
steam relief). Failure of moderator flow is not important
as an initiating event. However moderator system is
important in those situations where core cooling ' is
impaired due to failure of other means of cooling. The
remaining events are analysed regarding their frequency and
possible impact on the core depending upon the operability
states of the various ESFs provided, in the subsequent
sections.

3 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

It is important to differentiate between different
categories of systems from the reliability viewpoint. IEs
are associated with failure in Process Systems which are
active during normal functioning of the reactor e.g.
Reactor Regulating System, Primary Heat Transport, fuel
etc. where as ESFs are Protective and Containment Systems
which are not active during the normal reactor operation
but act following failure of a process system to limit the
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consequences thereof. Apart from these, there are support
systems e.g. Station Electric Supply, Compressed Air which
are active during normal operation and are also essential
in the functioning of the ESFs.

Since process; systems play an active role in plant
operation, any process equipment failure would be
immediately annunciated. But in case of protective and
containment systems, being normally standby, there may be
component failures which will be unrevealed till there is a
demand on the system to function or it is tested. As a
result a safety system will remain in a failed condition
over the period of time from the occurrence of the failure
till it is revealed by the test and repairs are effected. A
process system failure during this interval would result in
a dual failure. Thus, an accident sequence would arise if a
process failure is coupled with the unavailability of one
or more ESFs.

3.1 RELIABILITY CRITERIA

Based on the system definitions above, the reliability
index of process systems or IEs has been computed in terms
of frequency i.e. the probable number of failures per year
while for the safety systems, the term unavailability or
probability of failure on demand has been used which is the
probable fraction of the time during which the system is
not available. The unavailability is further related to
component failure rates and test frequencies by the
following equation

Unavailability=Failure rate(yr~1)"Failure- duration(Yrs)

where the failure duration is assumed to be equal to half
of the time between tests since the failure at any time
between tests is equally probable. Unless mentioned
otherwise, the test interval used in the analysis is
assumed as one month. Small variations in the test
intervals are not considered whereas, if it varies by an
order or more, an exact computation is used. In addition,
the contributions due to scheduled and breakdown
maintenances are also incorporated. The distribution of
downtime is assumed as lognormal, with a median duration o2
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24 hours and a maintenance action rate of once in six
months.

3.2 FAILURE RATE DATA

The input data required for reliability analysis
comprises of the following

i) Component Failure Rate Data

ii) Component Maintenance Data

iii) Human Error Rate(HER) Data

iv) Common Cause Failure(CCF) DATA

The confidence in reliability analysis is determined
to a large extent by the accuracy in failure rate data of
the constituent components. It would be ideal to use data
based on our operational experience but this is presently
not adequate. The other alternative is to use data from
established sources[4] which may not be always applicable
due to variations in design, quality, operating environment
etc. Bayesian techniques have been used to obtain better
estimates by using the limited information based on RAPS
experience and WASH-1400 as prior for a number of
components like DGs, Transformers etc. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test of hypothesis applied to the posterior
confirmed its lognormal distribution. The Bayesian analysis
of DGs is shown in Table 1.

3.3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURES

The common cause failures are dependent, multiple
failures arising from a common initiating cause. The main
categories of CCFs considered in the analysis are

i) Design Errors

ii) Manufacturing Errors
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iii) Test and Maintenance Errors

iv) Effect of External Environment

As far as practicable, care is exercised to keep the
process and safety systems independent of each other and
safety systems among themselves to minimise the incidence
of CCFs. Special qualification procedures where applicable,
have been adopted for the components to withstand the
common causes such as earthquake, accelerated environment
following an accident, like LOCA etc. B-factor model has
been used fox the analysis of CCFs and the plant specifics
have been incorporated.

3.4 SAFETY AND RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Fault Tree Analysis has been extensively used and
safety and reliability analysis of various IEs and ESFs
applicable to NAPP has been performed to obtain both the
probabilities of failure on demand as well as spurious
failure rates. This helped in the design evaluations and
also, in decision making regarding safety issues. Some
design modifications as a result of the analysis are
outlined here.

i) Reliability improvement in the design of interlocks
and D O condensate lines in the Reactor Building
Isolation System to effectively isolate the
containment.

ii) Design modifications in ECCS to account for the
interdependence of various stages of injection,
identification of components to assist in improved
procurement and test procedures

iii) Comparative evaluation of designs for secondary
shutdown system to obtain optimum configuration from
the viewpoint of simplified design resulting in high
availability, reduced test and maintenance efforts and
adequate safety
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iv) Provision of isolating valves in the interface of

moderator circulation system with liquid poison
addition systems to reduce the frequency of loss of
moderator

These modifications( Table 2), interalia, have been
implemented to improve the system reliabilities
contributing to an overall risk reduction. The results of
reliability analysis of the various ESFs are ahown in Table
3A. The frequency of failure in respect of various IEs is
shown in Table 3B. In order to account for the variability
in data, an Uncertainty Analysis has been carried out
assuming a lognormal distribution for the failure data and
error factors as listed in [4]. The details of Fault Trees
and other calculations of the reliability analysis &xe
given [5] and these are also included in the appendix. A
distribution is obtained for the Top Event using a Computer
Program based on Monte Carlo simulation and the 5th,
50th(median) and 95-ch percentile points are obtained, for
various reliability indices. The data on HER and human
responses to accident situations is inadequate in our
context. However, components prone to human errors and
their effect on system functioning have been identified in
the analysis e.g. the valves in Feed Water System.

4 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE IDENTIFICATION

In view of the 'Defense in Depth' approach applied in
the design of reactor systems, an accident situation arises
only when an IE is coupled with the unavailability of one
or more ESFs. Thus a dual or multiple failure is necessary
for an accident to occur. These dual or multiple failures
are known as Accident Sequences in PSA parlance. The
significance of accident sequences can be understood from
the definition of risk as follows:

Risk « Probability of occurrence*Consequences

In a NPP, the probability of occurrence signifies the
probability of all the accident sequences *nd th«
consequences are measured in terms of radioactivity
releases. Thus risk from a NPP
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» EProbability of accident sequence*Consequences
All accident sequences

and the overall risk can be quantified if we can identify
all the accident sequences and evaluate their consequences.
In level I PSA, the requirement is to identify all the
accident sequences and relate them to component failures
and human errors. In the present study, accident sequences
relevent to NAPP have been identified using Event Tree
methodology. Event Trees for all the dominating IEs have
been drawn the details of which are given in the following
sections.

4.1 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE QUANTIFICATION

The accident sequence as identified by the Event Tree
may be expressed as follows.

Accident Sequence=Initiating Event * ESF(s) Failure

; Obviously, in an accident sequence there are other
terms implying the success of other systems; however these

i. can be ignored since the success probabilities are
approximately 1.0. In terms of probabilities, the accident
sequence probability may be written as

p = P *p *p •
*IE *ESF1 *ESF2

where p
I Eis the frequency of the Initiating Event and

p_ is the probability of failure on demand or the
unavailability of that particular ESF obtained from the
respective Fault Trees. In order to obtain correct accident
sequence probability, the correct probabilities of the
individual factors must be used, incorporating any
dependency among the factors. Thus various system
probabilities are treated as conditional probabilities and
expressed as

PESF1 " PESF1/IE a" d PESF2 " PESF2/ESF1.IE

where P
E S F 1 / I E

 d e n o t e s t h e probability of ESF1 failure
given that the initiating event has occurred and so on. A
simple multiplication of the probabilities can only torn us«d
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when the various factors are independent. The dependencies,
if any, are included in the discussion on the individual
Event Trees.

4.2 LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT(LOCA) EVENT TREES

The different locations in a PHWR PHT piping where
LOCAs can occur are shown in figure 1. U->1ike in PWRs and
BWRs the diameter of the largest piping in PHWRs is much
smaller, thereby limiting the radioactivity discharge rate
in case of LOCAs. The coolant activity discharged into the
containment is smaller due to the smaller PHT inventory in
PHWRs. Depending upon the ESFs required to act upon, LOCAs
can be divided into

1. Large LOCA-e.g. PHT header rupture

2. Medium LOCA-e.g Endfitting failure, Feeder rupture etc.

3. Small LOCA- Instrument tube rupture, SG tube rupture
etc.

Small LOCAs (the break area ~<0.1\ of 2A, A bei.ig the
area of the largest diameter piping) handling is within the
capability of pressurising pumps to start with and
depending upon the storage tank very low level( which
definitely is indicated) small LOCA handling systems can
take care of the situation. For breaks at soae locations
like pressure tube and steam generator tube, the
recirculation phase of small LOCAs nay not be actuated as
no water gets collected in the FM vault. This may lead to
ECCS injection/recirctilation. However, there is sufficient
time available for the operator to take action and manually
control the course of the initiating event. If there are
clad damages, these are limited and significant release of
activity is not expected. The various scenarios that follow
depending upon the break location and the progress of the
IE depending upon the operation of the ESFs is discussed in
detail in the subsequent pages.

Large LOCAs are characterised by break areas greater
than 10\ of 2A. These lead to fast depressurisation of the
PHT which leads to subsequent ECCS injection and
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recirculation. Because of the speed with which the IE
propagates, operator actions are not expected/anticipated
and accordingly all the ESFs that have to be operated are
designed to cut in automatically. Because of the fast
depressurisation and subsequent low PHT pressure ECCS cuts
in a*i<3 continues to provide cooling such that core damage
if at all is limited. The course of the IE with the
associated ESFs is discussed in detail in the later pages.

Medium LOCAs (figure 4)rbreak area between say 0.1\
of 2A and *"IO\ of 2A, are characterised by a slow rate of
depressurisation of the PHT system, especially in the lower
end of the break sizes of the medium LOCA breaksize
spectrum. Because of this the reactor remains at full power
after the LOCA occurs for a sufficient period("1 to 2
minutes) adding a good amount of thermal energy to the
system. In addition, the ECCS flow may not be enough,
during the initial phases and a sustained low flow
condition(stagnation) in the fuel channels is expected
which can lead to singificant clad damage. In case Reactor
Building does not get pressurised to initiate crash cooling
of the boilers to allow continued ECCS flow through the
core, it is essential that depressurisation of the PHT
system by blowing of the secondary side of the boilers be
carried out manually by the operator. If this operator
action is not carried out there can be significant clad
damage. In NAPP a provision has been made to convert this
type of situation into large LOCA by opening a pair of
parallel valves during the light water injection phase.

j.2 -1 LARGE BREAK LOCA

The ET for the initiating event large LOCA is as shown
in figure 2. It is important to note that the void
coef f icent of reactivity is positive in a PHWR and this
warrants a fast shutdown in the present case. Since the
moderator is not dumped on a reactor trip, the presence of
a large volume of moderator which is cooled by an
independent circuit of pumps and heat exchangers acts as an
ultimate heat sink. Various studies [6],[7] indicate that
no fuel melting is likely to occur even if ECCS fails on
LOCA. Thus fuel melting in a PHWR can be postulated to
occur when there is a breach in the moderator circuit in
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conjunction with I OCA and ECI failure. Thus, the
probability of failure in case of accident sequences 2 and
7 would be further multiplied by the probability of loss of
moderator. The other accident sequences are related to the
failure of containment functions e.g. reactor building
isolation, reactor building cooling etc. It is recognised
that RBI system is extremely important in case of activity
leaks and as mentioned in section 3, care has been
exercised in engineering reliability into the system.
Further, double containment As provided to check activity
leakages. RBC function is performed by i) Suppression Pool
which is a passive system an^ ii) Fan Cooling Units. In
Indian PHWRs, all high enthalpy systems including PHT are
located in a volume called V1 which is connected to rest of
the volume V2 of the containment by means of a vent system
via the suppression pool water. Any leakage from volume V
to V2 which are seperated by leak tight walls and floors
may marginally affect the efficacy of suppression pool, for
which the probability is low. The vapour suppression pool
would absorb about 25 to 30\ of the energy released from
PHT system and also trap a significant part of the
activity. The RB coolers located within the containment
bring down the pressure following the accident.

SMAJJ. BREAK LOCA

Small Break LOCA, as mentioned before, is defined as
the break corresponding to upto 0.1\ of the double ended or
about 1/2" in the PHT, which is more likely due to an
instrumentation tubing etc. and is within the Pressurising
Pump capability. Here, consideration is given only to those
breaks which result in spillages in FH Vault/Boiler Room
area. Steam generator tube breaks and pressure tube
ruptures are considered seperately. Due to the high stored
energy and significant decay heat for the first few
minutes, it is essential that pressurising pumps operate
for about half an hour of the event.. Since these pumps are
on class IV, the failure of class IV supply in this
duration would affect the core cooling capabilities. Even
though the FM pumps start in case of class IV failure, the
flow delivered by these pumps would not be adequate to meet
the core cooling requirements, resulting in a significant
rise in clad temperature. Since the systts goes on loosing
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inventory, the pressure falls and ECCS would be actuated
eventually. But till such time, due to inadequate cooling,
some clad damage might have already occurred.

However, a Small LOCA Handling System(SLHS) has been
provided in NAPP wherein, on sensing a low level in the
storage tank and at PHT pressure greater than 55Kg/cm2, D O
is injected into the PHT storage tank from the ECCS
accumulators and subsequently, the spillage is recirculated
to allow enough time for operator action to detect and plug
the leak. Even with class IV power available, failure of
SLHS is also likely to lead to the same situation as
described above. However, if small LOCA injection occurs
and recirculation fails, the situation is less severe as
the stored heat from the fuel has been removed and the clad
temperatures are low. In this situation, high pressure ECCS
injection is not possible as the D O in the accummulators
got already transferred to the stoxage tank. The efficacy
of SLHS in situations where a small break may propagate
into a medium break is also questionable since the
accummulator water would not be available for emergency
coolant injection. It may be worthwhile under the
circumstances to transfer initially D O from outside tank
and subsequently from the D 0 accummulators. This would
ensure availability of ECCS during injection phase. The
event tree for small break LOCA is shown in figure 3.

4.2.3 STEAM GENERATOR TUpE RUPTURE

Upon the rupture of a steam generator tube, there will
be an increase in the affected SG water level with a
decrease in the D20 storage tank level- Unlike in RAPS and
HAPS boiler level control action is on the individual
boiler level and steam flow rate from the boiler. The level
controller, thus, tries to maintain the boiler level.
However, as the PHT system is loosing water, the storage
tank level dips to very low value and this initiates a
reactor trip.

As the system pressure is greater than 55Kg/cm and
D 0 storage tank level is low, small leak handling system
gets actuated. The D20 required for this system is drawn
initially from the ECCS D O accumulators. When the level in
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these is low, a D2O storage tank outside the reactor
building provides the required makeup water. This can
continue until the D20 in the 3211-TK-1 gets
exhausted.Before this water is exhausted, the leaky SG
should be identified and isolated. The positive indication
for SC tube leak is high activity in feed water(or steam).
As the steam activity is continuously monitored, it is
possible, by operator action, to isolate the leaky steam
generator.

If the leaky EG is not promp-.ly isolated, the PHT
system starts loosing water and hence pressure. ECCS
accumulators, being empty, are of no use. Due to reduced
cooling, the clad temperatures start increasing(due to
decay heat). Eventually light water injection will start
and stabilize the system with light water recirculation.
This IE is thus, more or less identical to the small break
LOCA in terms of the effects on the core and PHT but may
lead to * large scale contamination in the turbine building
etc.

4.2.4 PRESSURE TOBE &CORRESPONDING CALANDRIA TUBE RUPTURE

The PHWR comprises a large number(306 at NAPP) of
pressure tubes, each about 5.43 meters long having 83mm
diameter and each is surrounded by a concentric calandria
tube. A large inventory thus enhances the probability of
failure and as described in figure 1, this would be a case
of LOCA inside the core. Based on the operating experience
of Canadian and Indian PHWRs, a failure rate <
1.0*10~*/year per pressure tube is obtained(which is
corroborated by the failure data usually used in the pipe
rupture calculations). With respect to the break size,
effects on the PHT system, the pressure tube failure is
equivalent to a medium LOCA. However, a significant
difference exists in the present case since the failure nay
induce large reactivity effects due to dilution of borated
moderator with PHT heavy water in addition to the positive
reactivity effects due to crash cooling, voiding etc. The
fast reactivity changes would be compensated by the
simultaneous actuation of both the primary and secondary
shutdown systems and the slower dilution of moderator can
be overcome if the Automatic Liquid Poison Addition
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System(ALPAS) is effective in injecting the boron into the
moderator. The efficacy of ALPAS in the prevailing
conditions needs be confirmed.

4.2.5 MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK

This IE is somewhat identical to the Design Basis
Accident(DBA-Large LOCA). However, the energy released into
the containment, the subsequent pressure peak and
temperature rise would all be in the secondary containment
which is not designed for pressure retention and this is
vented to the atmosphere by the opening of the blowout
panels. The probability of this IE is also expected to be
greater than large break LOCA. The effect on PHT system in
terms of depressurisation would be very fast, due to crash
cooling but the pressure would be restored if there is no
leakage in the primary system through SG tubes. The event
tree for steam line break without any steam generator tuie
failures is shown in figure 5A. Boiler inventory would also
deplete fast due to crash cooling and Fire Water
System(FFS) would have to be actuated by the operator when
the Boiler pressure falls to about 3.7Kg/cm (Both the
boiler feed pumps may trip due to overspeeding and AFWS may
not be able to provide adequate cooling). The reactor
cooling may continue in this mode or SDC system may be
valved in. In case FFS is not available, a fast operator
action is warranted to bring in SDC system within about 20
minutes before the boilers dryout. If SDC fails under these
circumstances, it would result in core damage. In case ECCS
fails, 20-25\ voiding is expected resulting in an
uncertainty in the effectiveness of the thermosyphoning
process to cool the core and may cause clad damage. If FFS
also fails, a large scale clad damage is expected though
the presence of moderator may prevent a core melt.

The reaction forces coupled with a high pressure
differential across the SG tubes, may induce multiple
failures in SG tubes and the event tree for this is as
detailed in figure 5. Thus MSLB may result in medium/large
LOCA too and it is essential to qualify the SG tubes for
such impact loading.
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4.3 FEED WATER SYSTEM FAILORE

The event tree for this IE is shown in figure 6.Feed
Water System failure can be due to a) failure of boiler
feed punps(BFPs) or b) rupture of feed pipe. IN case of
failure of BFPs reactor trips on high PHT pressure or low
steam generator level. Auxiliary BFPs start on auto.
Reactor can be cooled down further, if it is warranted, by
the SDC pumps.

Feed Water pipe break downstream of the check valves
near the SGs leads to a situation where the break can
neither be isolated nor auxiliary feed to the SGs be
supplied. This leads to a complete blowdown of the affected
SG. This is likely to induce SG tube failures due to
thermal shock as well as loading of the tubes due to vapor
bubble formation and collapse on the secondary side of SG .
However, the length of the piping( and hence the
probability) that results in such failures is small. This
SG can, by operator action, be isolated on the primary
side(due to continuous monitoring of steam activity in the
individual boilers).

Feed water pipe breaks upstream of the check valves
near the SGs can be isolated(The check valve acts as an
isolater on one side of the break). Even if the break
cannot be isolated from the otherside this situation does
not lead to loss of SG inventory. If the operator valves in
the auxiliary feed line, normal cooldown of the PHT can be
resorted to and later SDC system can be valved in. If the
auxiliary feed line cannot be valved in, secondary steam
relief is required and SDC system has to be valved in for
entering into a stable state. In case SDC system cannot be
valved in Fire Water injection to Boilers is required. If
Fire Water System also fails, cooldown of PHT is not
possible.

If secondary steam relief is not realised, PHT gets
pressurised and this will lead to either PRV opening (and
hence LOCA) or pressure tube rupture.
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4.4 CLASS IV POWER SUPPLY FAILURE

Class IV is the main supply provided both by the grid
and generated by the station. This IE is significant in our
context due to high frequency of class IV failure. Based on
the operating experience, it is observed that the frequency
is > 1.0/year which is relatively high since it is usually
0.1 to 0.3/year in many other countries. Interdependence(
common cause failure) of station supply on grid
fluctuations and vice-versa is a significant factor in
determining the frequency. At NAPP in the Northern Grid,
the frequency may be of the order of 2/year.

The ET and the various ESFs required to mitigate the
effects of the transient are as shown in figure 7. The
Secondary Steam Relief(SSR) is provided by a redundant
configuration comprising steam discharge valves(SDVs) and
boiler relief valves and the probability of failure of this
system would be low. On class IV failure, secondary cooling
is provided by auxiliary feed water system which is further
backed up by the FFS driven by three dedicated diesel
pumps. In case of loss of all secondary cooling, SG holdup
would last for about 20 minutes and by this time, the
shutdown cooling system must be valved in. Similar criteria
is applicable to valving in of FFS in case AFWS is not
available.

Accident sequence 14( fig. 7)is critical which
depicts the failure of both class IV and class III leading
to the situation of Station Blackout. The station batteries
are usually rated for a duration of 20 to 30 minutes and
this sets a limit to the available time within which the
power supply must be restored. The probability of restoring
the supplies in 30 minutes is low. NOREG-1032 of USNRC
quotes a median value of restoring time for offsite power
as 0.5 hours and repairing time of DG as 8 hours. In case
of an extended Blackout, it would result in a critical
situation since AFWS, SDC would not be available. Also, the
supply to control and protective systems(class I) would be
lost, resulting in a total loss of minitoring and
indication of the plant status. It may be essential to
crash cool the primary which would result in large scale
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voiding in the system. However, with secondary cooling
available, provided by the FFS, thermosyphoning say be
effectiva. The reliability of FFS is thus crucial for
mitigating the station blackout situation. In addition, FFS
is essentially a low pressure system and manual actions are
involved in valving in of the same. In case of a station
blackout, which is definitely an unusual situation,the
stress on the operator is likely to be high and the time
available is also "half an hour. Hence the probability of
human error would be significant and the same is considered
as 10"2. However, sicne FFS is the only safety system
available, the chances of recovery would be high and this
system could be valved in after some delay.

4.5 COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM FAILURES

The compressed air is an important support system
required in instrumentation and control for valve
operations, pneumatic process monitoring components etc.
The system comprises mainly of compressors and dryers and
dry air is supplied to a common header through air
receivers which act also as air reservoirs for 5 to 10
minutes. In the reactor building, three air receivers have
been provided to provide triplicated lines for air supply
to safety system components. These air receivers further
act as reservoirs and in case of loss of compressed air
supply from the compressors, the capacity would be
available for 10 to 15 minutes. Utmost care is exercised in
safety system design wherei'n, the air operated devices
would assume fail safe operation and no continuous air
supply would be required for further operation. In case
where failure of compressed air may lead to unsafe
situations, local air receivers have been provided to
mitigate the sitiation. Thus, the reliability of compressed
air system would be adequate if the local air receivers are
properly maintained so that they act as proper standby
components. It would be essential to provide pressure
gauges in the local air receivers and institute periodic
maintenance. At this level of operation, compressed air
system failures may not affect the reactor safety.
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4 .6 Fff̂ L, HftMDLlWG FAI LORES

During refuelling operations, Fuelling Machine ia •
part of the PHT systea and foras an extended boundary.
Various failure Modes arising from the FH operations are
considered as follows
a). Fuelling Machine On Reactor

In this operation, there is hydraulic connection
between the magazine and the reactor end fitting. All the
D20 leaving the magazine has to return to the primary
system through the coolant channel. Thus, any breach in the
FH D20 circuit would result in LOCA. However, based on the
reliability analysis, the contribution of this interface
LOCA is negligible,
b) Fuelling Machine Park

In this mode, FH is in the transit between the
reactor and the fuel transfer port and could be carrying
spent fuel bundles in the magazine. A failure in the D O
control system would result in spent fuel bundles in the
magazine not getting cooled.

The other possibility may be that the seal plug and
sheild plugs are not seated properly after the refuelling
operation and the FM is removed from the channel after the
leak detection test fails to diagnose the leak. This may
result in the ejection of seal and shield plug leading to
endfitting failure and ejection of all the fuel bundles
from the channel.
c).On Fuel Transfer

In this mode the FM is clamped to the fuel transport
and there is a hydraulic connection between the machine and
the fuel transfer port. Failure of D20 control system would
result in fuel bundles being deprived of the cooling.

The frequency of fuel handling failure is estimated
as 1.0*10"3/year resulting in radioactivity leaks into the
containment. This IE would be significant only when the RBI
system fails. Thus, the probability of this accident
sequence is less than 1.0*10"6/year.



4.7 LOSS OF REGULATION

The regulating system is designed to control the
reactivity changes and thereby, providing a control on
reactor power and preventing any flux peaking etc. The loss
of regulation Accident(LORA) amounts to withdraw1 of
control and absorber rods used for reactivity control. The
regulating system is based on triplicated instrumentation
channels and the movement of any rod is controlled by the
individual servo motors. Thus failure of the servo motor
would affect a single rod only. In case of a failure in any
regulating channel, the same is rejected and the control is
transferred to an operating healthy channel. Thus, a single
channel faulure coupled with the failure of the transfer
circuit would result in loss of regulation in a single
control channel amounting to about 5mK. In case of the
failure in all the regulating channels, due to a common
cause, it is a LORA involving about 16mK reactivity
insertion. However, the design of the reactor regulating
system limits the reactivity addition rate to a maximum of
0.03mK/sec per control group. Thus, in all cases of LORA
involving control and absorber rods, the maximum rate of
reactivity insertion would be limited to 0.O6mK/sec. Also,
each of the two reactor shutdown systems have enough depth
and speed to terminate all reactivity insertions. However,
reacticvity insertions would lead to high pressure in the
PHT system. If the pressure relief system is not available,
the situation may lead to pressure tube and calandria tube
failure. This would result in the crash cooling of PHT
system. Positive reactivity introduced may exceed the worth
of the shutdown systems and the efficacy of ALPAS would
also be questionable. The frequency of this accident
sequence would, however, be *"l.0*10~ /year.

4.ft FLOW BLOCKAGE IN ANY COOLANT ASSEMBLY

Operating heat fluxes, even in maximum rated channel,
are such that there is sufficient burnout aargin. In fact
flows upto ""18\ of the rated flows[5] in the channels can
be tolerated without any fuel damage. Hence flow reductions
even of sufficient magnitude do not pose any problem.
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Ofcourse these xesult in high channel temperature wich
causes a setback of the reactor. Thus only flow blockages(
or severe flow reductions) are of concern. These can be due
to suspended objects of 'considerable size in the PHT
system. Normally objects left in the PHT system during
construction can be detected during commissioning. Water
chemistry in PHWRs is well controlled and this minimises
corrosion and thus buildup of suspended particles. During
refuelling operations, some paddings etc. can get dislodged
from the fuel bundle. These are unlikely to lead to full
channel blockage. Broken parts frou rotating components,
like pumps, can also cause some kind of flow blockage.
Similarly parts of valve bodies, which if they get
dislodged and get deposited elsewhere,, can be a cause for
flow blockage. However in the operating PHWRs in the world,
there is not even a single event of this type reported so
far(eventhough partial blockages have been reported). If
flow blockage occurs, there is no safety system to take
care of. However, moderator can act as a heat sink and the
damage is limited to the affected channel only.

4.9 ACTIVE PROCESS WATER SYSTEM

APW system failures of short duration are unlikely to
have any impact on the safety of the reactor. In case of
failures of long duration, the reactor automatically trips
as this 3ystem affects the cooling of thd PHT pump motor,
moderator pump motor etc. If emergency APW system gets
valved in, moderator cooling can be maintained.

To keep the PHT system solid( to compensate for the
shrinkages) the pressurising pumps have to cut in and
continue to operate while the auxiliary feed water system
continues to cool the PHT system.If the pressurising pumps
do not cut in, D O injection of ECCS can occur. If AFWS
does not cool the primary, this might lead to high PHT
pressure and consequent IRV opening which if fails to close
again is a LOCA situation.

In case emergency APW system fails, moderator cooling
is affected, the remaining accident scenario remains
unaltered i.e. AFWS operation to remove the decay heat,
pressurising pumps/DO injection to keep the PHT solid. If
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all these systems operated as intended, the situation is
stable. If the pressurising pumps and the D20 injection
fail to come, there may be voiding in PHT system and if the
voiding is substantial clad failures may occur. In case
auxiliary feed water system does not come in, PHT gets
pressurised and this leads to IRV opening and hence LOCA.
The event tree for this IE is shown in figure 8.

4.10 NON-ACTIVE HIGH PRESSURE PROCESS WATER SYSTEM

The event tree for this IE is shown in figure 9. If
the loss of NAHPPW system is of short duration, it does not
affect the safety of the reactor or its associated safety
systems. If this failure is of significant duration,
systems like DGs are affected due to the nonavailability of
jacket cooling water system. Under this situation, class IV
failure of significant duration will result in a condition
similar to Station Blackout.

In case class IV is available, as the main and
auxiliary boiler feed pump cooling is affected, secondary
steam relief is required to depressurize the PHT system or
else IRV may open, close, open again to relieve the excess
PHT pressure and this may ultimately result in LOCA. If SSR
is avilable, to keep the PHT solid, auxiliary main feed(
pressurising pump operation) is required. In case this is
not available, SDC can be valved in which if fails to cut
in, is likely to lead to fuel overheating and subsequent
clad failures. If SDC cuts in, the consequences will be
less. If auxiliary main feed is available, and SDC is
available, a stable state is reached. If SDC does not come,
fire water has to be injected into the boiler to continue
cooling of PHT. However, it is not certain whether enough :
cooling of PHT system is provided and this may result in
some clad failures. If fire water does not get injectedf
PHT gets pressurised and IRV opening may take place and
this is going to be a delayed LOCA.
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5 SYSTEM DEPENDENCIES

As mentioned before, various ESFs have been designed
to operate independently- both among themselves and also,
with respect to the IE. However, some form of dependency
has been observed. Normally, it is expected that various
components and equipments are designed to operate in the
accelerated environmental conditions generated by the IE.
In case of LOCA, an environment of high temperature,
pressure, radiation and humidity prevails in the
containment and various components e.g. pump seals, pump
motors, junction boxes, coolers etc. are susceptible to it.
Further, the presence of moderator as a heat sink is very
important in case of PHWRs to prevent fuel failures* if ECCS
fails but the efficacy of the system need be ensured when a
significant amount of energy is added into the moderator.
The reliability of the moderator pumps, flange joints etc.
will be affected in such cases. The effects of such common
causes have been incorporated in the accident sequence
quantification. In addition, intersystem dependencies have
been considered in developing the event trees. E.tfect of
the failure of the support systems on subsequent
progression of the event trees have been incorporated( eg.
DGs are not considered in NAHPPW system initiating event
ET) where ever found necessary.

6 DOMINATING ACCIDENT SEQOENCES

The overall number of accident sequences identified
through Event Tree analysis is very large as described in
the previous section. However, based on the probabilistic
and analytical assessment of the consequences of the
accident sequences, a relatively small number of accident
sequences which contribute to activity release in to the
containment are presented in the table 4. These accident
sequences( excluding those resulting in coolant activity
only i.e. sequences 2,3,16 and 19) are expected to result
in core damage and are designated as Dominating Accident
Sequences. The extent of core damage is not assessed at
this stage and the same will be the next phase of this
study wherein, the consequences in terms of the effect on
the core, radioactivity released, effect on the containment
and its failure modes etc. would be discussed. As mentioned
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before, the presence of moderator in the core prevents fuel
melting in case of LOCA and unavailability of the emergency
core cooling systems. Thus, all accident sequences
originating from LOCAs, MSLB and others resulting
ultimately in LOCA would cause fuel failures only if the
moderator is not available as a heat sink. Thus, accident
sequences resulting form station blackout(9 and 10) and
from active process water failure which provides cooling to
moderator heat exchangers, contribute to fuel failures as
such and in all other cases, the frequencies would be
multiplied by the probability of loss of moderator as a
heat sink. The frequency of core damage, thus calculated,
is 1.5*10" /year. The major contrubution is from station
blackout related events( A decision has been taken to
incorporate r thir<3 DG which reduces the emergency power
supply unavailabi3ity by a factor of 3, leading to a core
damage frequency of ~5*1O~6/year). An uncertainty analysis
has been carried out for all the dominating accident
sequences( table 5) and the error factors are further
propagated to obtain a distribution for the frequency of
the core damage as shown in the table 6.

7 ACCIDENT SEQUENCES SENSITIVE TO HUMAN ERROR

The boiler feed water system is backed up by the AFWS
which automatically cuts in when main feed pumps trip or
class IV failure occurs. As a result of TMI studies and
recommendations, emergency feed water is provided to
boilers from the Hire fighting system. This is essentially
a low pressure system and thus, would necessitate a crash
cooling on the secondary side to reduce the pressure and
prevent a SG dryoul: before fire water is injected into the
boilers. Thus, in accident sequences involving loss of main
and auxiliary feed water, a reasonably fast operator
action(20 to 30 mts) is warranted to provide secondary
cooling. Further, £>DC too is a low temperature system and
is reliable if valved in when PHT temperature is <150 C. In
case all the secondary cooling is impaired, a crash
cooldown of the PH" is essential to valve in SDC. This is a
high stress situation and the available time is short and
the information available to the operator also may not be
adequate resulting in a high human error probability. In
fact, so far, training is with respect to failures in
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various process systems only which must be extended to
accident sequences.

8 RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF INITIATING EVENTS AND SAFETY
SYSTEMS

Accident sequences are related to the IEs and the ESF
failures which are further expressed in terms of the
component failures and the human errors. This provides a
measure to reduce the core damage frequency. The dominating
IEs considered for the analysis have been explained in
section 2 and the ETs were constructed for these IEs to
obtain all the accident sequences and then the dominating
accident sequences. The contribution of the various IEs to
the dominating accident sequences is shown in the table 7.
In case of an ESF, the importance function is expressed in
terms of the core damage frequency reduction worth and is
defined as the ratio

rAll dominating sequences not containing a particular ESF

EA11 dominating accident sequences

which, in other terms, is a measure of the effect of
the reliability improvement in the particular ESF as shown
in the table 8.
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TABLE li BAYESIAN ANALYSIS OF DEMAND FAULURES

DATA ON DOS AT RAPS
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Vos

X0*50

Vss

p

o

PRIOR

O.O1

0.03

0.09

-3.52

0.673

POSTEROIR

0.0433

0.0333

0.626

~2.93

0.943



SAFETY SYSTEM

AVERAGE
FAILURE RATE/
UNAVAILABILITY

MAJORITY
ONTRIBUTORS

CRITICAL COMPONENTS
AND CONTRIBUTION

REMARKS/

RECOMMENDATIONS

MODIFIED
VALUES

EMERGENCY CORE
COOLING SYSTEM

REACTOR BUILDING
ISOLATION

ELECTRICAL POWER
SUPPLY i)CLASSH

HI CLASS1

MODERATOR SYSTEM
i)DROP IN LEVEL
ii] CALENORIA

ISOLATION

REACTOR PROTECTION
SYSTEM

INSTRUMENTED
RELIEF VALVES

6.5 x

8.x 10/ d

1-2/yr.

5x103/d

2/yr.

9xW3/d

2x10/d

OO/d

UGHT WATER WJ.
;. 5 x io J

RECIRCULATION
1.7XW3

BYPASS LINE
x 10"3/d

CONDENSATE
RETURN LINE

xiO'Vd

RUPTURE OISC
MV-S2
MV-24
MV-31

1 X 10'
1 X 10

DAMPERS 7314 DMS OR
DM6 - 2x103/d(each|
VALVES- 1 x 1 0 3 / d (each)

CF OUE TO
DFSIGN,MAINTENANCI
FUEL OIL SYSTEM

TC.

SHIM & REG. ROD
COOLING SYSTEM
ACTUATION CIRCUt'

INSTRUMENTATION
CHANNELS CCF

INSTRUMENTATION
CHANNELS CCF

DGs - 3x10 (CCF)

LARGE NO. OF BELLOW SEAL
VALVES
MVs - 3 x i 6 V d leach)

CHANGE IN RD DESIGN PR.
REDUNDANCY IN MVs.
ENVIRNMENTAL
QUALIFICATION OF MVs
AND PUMPS.

INTERLOCKING THE
OPENING OF 7-IU DM-13
AND DM-K WITH THE
CLOSURE OF OMS i OM6.
REDUNDANCY IN
CONDENSATE RETURN LMES.

INDEPENDENCE AND
STAGGARD MAINTENANCE.

2.5

MONITORING OF MV
ACTUATION CIRCUIT
COMPONENTS.

REDUNDANCY IN TRIP
PARAMETER AND
SHUTDOWN DEVICES.

x 103

3x

SxiO3

TABLE - 2 . SAFETY SYSTEMS MAIN FAILURE MODES 8, MODIFICATIONS



TABLE 3As FAILURE PROBABILITIES OF SAFETY SYSTEMS
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S.No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

SAFETY SYSTEM

Emergency core

CooLIng

Reactor Building

IsolatIon

Emergency Power

Supply

Reactor Building

Coolers

Reactor Protection

Auxiliary Feed

Water

Fire Fighting

Small LOCA

HandLing

Moderator System

DEMAND FAILURE

PROBABILITY

3.3*10~3

2.0*10'*

3.0*10"3

1.0*10"3

2.0*10"5

1.0*10"3

1.0*10~3

2.0*10"2

3.0*10"3

ERROR

FACTOR

2.0

2.4

l.S

3.0

4.0

l.S -

3.0

3.0

—



TABLE 3B: FAILURE FREQUENCY OF INITIATING EVENTS
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S.NO

1
2
3
4 •

5
6

7

8

9

10
11

INITIATING
EVENT

Large Break LOCA
Medium Break LOCA
Small Break LOCA
Class-IV Power
Supply
Feed Water System
Main Steam Line
Break
Active Process
Water System
Non-active High
Pressure Process
Water System
Compressed Air
System
Moderator Level
Steam Generator
Tube Rupture

FAILURE
FREQUENCY(yr'1)

1.0*10"*
1.0*10~2

1.0*10"2

1.0
0.5

3.0*10"3

1.0

0.2

2.6
2.0

1.S*10~2

ERROR
FACTOR

10
3
3

2
1.7

3

1.5

2.1

1.3
1.2

3



TABLE 4s DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES - CONSEQUENCES
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S.NO

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

ACCIDENT SEQUENCE

IE

ML

ML

ML

ML

SL

SL

SL

CLASS
IV

CLASS
IV

CLASS
CLASS
IV
CLASS
IV

ESFs(Failed)

ECR

RBC

RBI

ECI

SLHSI

RT

CLASS-IV

CLASS-III

CLASS-III,FFS

CLASS-III,HE
CLASS-III,SSR

SSR

FREQUENCY
(year'*)

2.0*10"5

l.Q*10"s

1.0*10"5

1.5*10"5

1.0*10"*

1.0*10"6

1.0*10"5

<1.0*10"3

1.0*10"S

1.0*10"*
<1.0*10"7

<1.0*10"*

CONSEQUENCES/REMARKS

Clad failure.! expected. May
Lead to delayed RB pressuri-
sation depending up on the
extpnt of MW reaction.
RB remains pressurised, high
leak rates expected. No core
damage
All coolant activity released
to environment. No core damage
Significant clad damage expect
-ed Leading to MW reaction &H
generation resulting in contain
-ment pressurisation. Fuel
melting not expected due to
presence of moderator.
Will lead to dad failures.MU
expected when ECI comes in
contact with clad at high T.
H generated may lead to con-
tainment pressurisation.
Even SLHS may not be available
since the same signal is used
for both. Significant clad
damage(Studies required)
Voiding occurs. Significant
Clad failures expected.
If exceeds 0.5 hours results
in clad damage.Recovery of off
site power considered here.
PHT pressure singal not avai-
lable. Spring Loaded RVs open.
Otherwise pr. tube rupture. NO
ESFs effective to cool the core
hence core meLting Likely.
Same a= above
Same consequences as above.

May resuLt in ML. ALL oth»r
ESFs including moderator are
vailable. It will result in

significant clad damage.
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TABLE 4 continued from previous page

S.NO

13

14

13

16

17

18
19

20
21

22
23

24

25

ACCIDENT SEQUENCE

IE

FW

FW

FW

MSLB

MSLB

MSLB
MSLB

APW
APW

APW
NA
HPPWS
NA
HPPWS

NA
HPPWS

ESFs(FaUed)

SSR

AFWS &
HE<10"2)
AFWS,SDC ft
HE(0.9)

• -

ECR

ECI
FFS & HE

EAPWS
EAPWS & ECI

EAPWS & AFWS

CLASS-IV

SSR

SDC & FFS

FREQUENCY
(year"1)

<3.0*10'5

5.0*10

4.3*10"7

3.0*10"3

6.0*10"B

4.5*10"6

3.0*10"T

i.o»io";
1.0*10"7

1.0*10"'
2.0*10"*

<2.0*10"S

2.0*10"7

CONSEQUENCES/REMARKS

ML. All ESFs including modera-
tor system «re available.
Same as above.

ML,
But ECCS may not be effective
since crash cooling Is not
available.
All coolant activity released
into the sec. containment. High
leak rates expected.
Clad damage evuivalent to ML/LL
depending upon the number of
tubes failing. ALL activity
into the sec. containment.
Significant clad damage.
LOCA through IRV. Only coolant
activity released.
Some clad damage may occur.
Clad damage, heavy voiding of
PHT expected.
ML. No moderator cooling.
Same as station bLackout.

ML through IRV. No crash
cooling since SSR is not
available.
LOCA through IRV
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TABLE 5» DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES - UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

5.No

1

4

5

6

7

S

9

11

12

13

14

15

17

13

20

21

22

23

24

25

Accident Sequence

ML & ECR

ML & ECI

SL & SLHI

SL & RT

SL & Class IV

Station Blackout*

Blackout & FFS

Blackout & SSR

Class IV 8, SSR

FW & SSR

FW,AFWS & HEC.01)

FW,AFWS,SDC &HE(.9>

MSLB 8, ECR

MSLB & ECI

APW & EAPWS

APW,EAPWS & ECI

APW,EAPWS 8, AFW

NAHPPWS & Class IV

NAHPPWS 8, SSR

NAHPPWS,SDC & FFS

Median

Frequency<Yr~ ' >

6.0*10"8

4.5*10"8

3.0*10"7

3.0*10"9

3.0*10"8

9.0*10"7

1.0*10"6

1.O*1O"7

3.0*10"7

1.5*10"7

1.5*10"a

1.4*1O"9

1.8*10"8

1.4*1O"8

3.0*10"8

3.0*10'10

5.O*1O"8

6.0*10"7

6.0*10"8

6.OW1O"10

Error

Factor

3.5

3.5

3.6

4,7

4.7

2.2

3.9

6.0

5.7

5.7

5.4

5.4

3.5

3.5

3.0

3.6

4.8

3.6

5.7

5.4

* This corresponds to extended station blackout.
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TABLE 6t PERCENTILES OF THE CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY

PERCENTAGE

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

FREQUENCY

7.

8.

9.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

2.

3.

4.

01*10"6

21*10"6

19»10"S

OO*1Q"5

09*10"5

17*1O"5

25*10'5

33*10"5

43*10"5

54*10"5

66*10"5

80*10"5

93*10"5

ll*!O"5

30*10"5

57*10"5

93*10"5

47*10"5

48*10"5
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TABLE 7:CONTIRBUTION OF IES TO DOMINATING ACCIDENT
SEQUENCES

S.NO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

IE

ML
FW
MSLB
SL
APW
NAHPPW
CLASS-IV

%Contribution

3.44
5.45
1.03

10.92
2.63
1.20

75.11

TABLE 8: CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY REDUCTION WORTH OF ESF

S.NO

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

ESF

SSR
SLHI
ECR
ECI
EAPWS
RT
AFWS
FFS
SDC
CLASS-IV
Mod. System

CMFRW

0.82
0.90
0.97
0.98
0.97
0.999
0.978
0.67
0.999
0.98
0.40



LOCA TEs
IN PHVRs

I

Pressure Tube
Ruptures

1
OUTIET
SIDE

Inlet Header Break
Puap outlet Pipe
Break
Puap Suction Piping
Break
Inlet Feeder Rupture

Outlet Header Break
Boiler Inlet Pipe Break
Outlet Feeder Pipe Break

Bleed Valves Stuck Open
IRV Open
Break in Bleed System Piping
Break in Relief Systea Piping
Feed Systea Pipe Break
Shutdown Cooling Systea Pipe Break
Gland Systea Pipe Break
Fuelling Machine Interface Failure

FIG 1: VARIOUS TYPES OF LOCA
INITIATING EVENTS IN PHHRS
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IE PS RT SLHSI SLHSR

10~2/yr

Class-TV

1

2 1*10"*/yr
3 1*10 /yr

4 2*10~*/yr
5 1*10 /yr

6 1*10'*/yr

SLHSI Small LOCA Handling System Injection
SLHSR Small LOCA Handling System Recirculation

FIG 3: EVENT WEE FOLLOWING SMALL BREAK LOCA
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IE ECI RBI ECU

3MO'3/yr

1 3*1O'3/yr

2 6M0'*/yr
3 3«10"6/yr

4 6*1O"9/yr

5 4.5*10"-/yr

ECI Eaexgency Cooling Injection RBT Reactor Building Isolation
ECR Emergency Cooling Recirculation

FIG 5: EVENT TREE FOLUXMG MAIN STBW LIME BREAK
INDUCING STEAM GENERATOR TUBE FAILURE



IE ECI | HE FFS HE soc

3*10"3yr

1.5M0"3

io-2

10"3

10"2

10" *

10"2

10"1

10"3

. - 2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

3.0*10
3.0*10
3.0*10
4.5*10

-?/yr
/yr
/yr
/yt

.5*10-J/yr

.5«10"J/yr

.5*10"s/yi

7yr

FIG 5A: EVENT TREE FOLLOUIHG MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK
(WITH MO STEAM GENERATOR TUBE FAILURE)

•s*
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IE RT EP SSR AFHS HE FFS HE SDC

1/yr

<io-*

*

10-3

10-2

!

0.1

-3
18

HE Hunan Error SSR Secondary Steam Relief FFS Fire Fighting System
EP Electitc Power

FIG 7: EVENT TREE FOLLWIHG CLASS-1V POMER FAILURE

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

iO"s/yr

10
10
10,-s

10
10

11
12
13
14 3*10

15 3*10
16 3*10
17 3*10
18 <10

>/yr

/yr

/yr
/yr
/yr

/yr
/yr
/yr
/yr

<e



IE EAPNS

1/yr

5*10"*

PP

<10°

FHP AFVS

10°

ECI

- 1

- 2
- 3

- 4
- 5

- 6
- 7
- 8

- 9
- 10

10"6/yr

10"6/yr

- 1 0 .

10"10/yr
5*10 /yr

5*10"!/yr
5«10"T/yr

PP Pressurising Puaps
FMP FM/C Punps

EAPWS Eaergency Active Process Water System
HPIS Higo Pressure Injection System

FIG 8: EVENT TREE F0LL0H1NG ACTIVE HP PROCESS IMTEft
SYSTEM FAILURE

o
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APPENDIX
SYSTEM RELIABILITIES
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1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of Nucleax Power Plant (NPP) Safety is to
ensure and demonstrate that the risk from the plant to public
and plant personnel is acceptably low. Risk of occurrence of an
accident is defined in terns of probability of occurrence of an
accident and its consequences in terms of the radioactivity
released. The probability of failure in various systems which
nay lead to accident situations or affect the sequence of events
during accident conditions are evaluated in this appendix.

Although no quantitative risk criterion is specified, a
general requirement is that the probability of malfunctions be
limited to small values, decreasing as the severity of
consequences increases, so that overall risk renains acceptably
low. The following criteria are applied during all stages of
design.
a. The design, construction and operation of all

components,systems and structures and particularly those
essential to the safety of the reactor shall follow the best
applicable codes,standards or practice to engineer
reliability and safety into the systems.

b. The safety systems shall be independent of each other and
also of the process systems.

c. Each safety system shall be readily testable and shall be
tested at a frequency which demonstrates that its
unavailability target is met. As a guide line, a target
unavailability of 10" 3 yr/yr is assigned to each safety
system. Such reliability goals not only provide targets for
equipment design but also for component testing and
maintenance schedules. It is essential that these values be
adhered to during the life time of reactor. A deviation could
indicate aging of the plant.
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2 SYSTEM RELIABILITY METHnftnfrftfty & ASSPMPTIONB

Thia section summarizes the methodology of calculation and
reliability of process and safety systems whose failure could
lead to unsafe situations.

2.1 METHODOLOGY

The computations are based on Fault Tree models. A fault
tree is a deductive model which starts with the definition of
most undesired event (th« system failure) known as the Top Event
and proceeds downward till all the combinations of events
leading to the top event are identified in terms of failures of
basic components. Various stages in the tree are coupled through
logic gates.

2.2 ASSUMPTIONS

1) It is generally assumed that the failure rates are constant
and the components are utilised during their useful life
period only. Equipments are replaced well before the onset
of wearout period and early failures are detected during
the installation and commissioning phases. The variability
in failure rates is treated as lognormal.

2) The number of test operations performed do not cause any
significant changes in the failure rates.

3) Piping failures in literature are reported in terms of
a)failure per foot-year or b)failure per section-year. As
any piping system consists of both long piping as well as a
good number of sections, an averaging procedure is used in
arriving at piping contribution. The total failure rate for
per-foot and per-section basis is calculated and geometric
mean of the two is assumed to represent the effective
piping failure rate.
The details of the analyses of the various process and

safety systems of NAPP that were carried out r— presented
below. A brief system description is also presented herein,
however, the details are provided in NAPP safety report volume
I. .



3 PHT SYSTEM PRESSURE BOUNDARY

A failure in PHT envelope would range from the inlet
header rupture to leakage in an instrument tubing. A large LOCA
is a well studied and defined event and various ESFs are
generally designed to cope with this situation. However, various
safety studies and operational experience indicate that saall
LOCA is highly probable. In addition, a PHWR has large number of
pressure and feeder pipes which contribute to the probability of
failure significantly. In NAPP seperate ESFs have also been
providied to cope with the small and medium sized breaks in the
PHT pressure boundary. The major initiating events which lead to
a LOCA are

i. Rupture.of primary piping including the headers
ii. Rupture of feeder or coolant tubes

iii. Opening of Relief valves spuriously or due to a transient
and subsequent failure to close

iv. Rupture of instrument or SG tubing
The response of the various ESFs to LOCA initiating events

depends upon both the location and break size and based on these
considerations, different LOCAs are categorised as follows:
1. Large LOCA > 4" diameter or >10\ of double ended inlet header

break area(2A).
2. Medium LOCA 1/2 to 4" diameter or 0.1 to 10% of 2A break.
3. Small LOCA upto 1/2" diameter or upto 0.1\ of 2A break.

3,1 Reliabilj-tv Analvsi3

Failures in piping systems are known to have occurred due
to a variety of reasons such as design deficiencies, wrong
selection of materials, inherent cracks present in the
materials, wrong maufacturing, welding or erection procedures,
corrosion and mal-opeartion during service. Failures are further
grouped into two basic categories -Rupture (catastrophic) and
Leakage (non-catastrophic). In a piping which is accessible
during operation, non-catastrophic failures would be detected by
visual examination or non-destructive testing. In NAPP these
have been taken care of by high standards of design and material
selection,stringent process control and inspection during
manufacturing and installation followed by preservice testing
and inservice inspection. Further due to use of duct.il*
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materials leakage would most probably precede catastrophic pipe
failure. However, this is not always true and soae times a
fault/crack may be so oriented as to manifest the failure in a
catastrophic manner only. Apart from pipe rupture, a stuck open
relief valve will also constitute LOCA. This has been separately
anlysed as shown in the fault tree(Figure 3.1).

3 . 2 Failure fiate Data

The details ol failure rate data are included in £11] which
also gives information regarding causes of failure in piping.

3.3 Results

Using the date as described before,the frequency of failure
of various categories of LOCA are as follows:

Large LOCA » 1 x 10 ~4/year
Medium LOCA = 1 x 10"2/year
Small LOCA » 1 x 10"2/year
The probability of inadvertent opening of relief valve and

failing to close is obtained as 1 x 10~2/year.

4 REGPLATING SYSTEM

In case of any unsafe failure in the regulating system, the
reactor protective system would operate to mitigate an
unwarranted situation. Thus the failures included in the failure
analysis of this system are those which contribute to a spurious
reactor trip. The system is triplicated and eventhough the
signal processing part which is based on microprocessor systems
is identical to all the channels, channel B is different from
both A and C in that it controls the operation of two regulating
rods where as both A and C axe associated with a single rod
each.

A channel failure results in loss of control on a single
regulating rod which can be obviated if the transfer circuit
operates and transfers the control to an operating channel.
Thus a channel failure occurs when the signal fails and the

transfer circuit also fails to transfer. This is shown in the
Fault Tree(Figure 4.1). Failure of two channels is considered to
lead to system failure in this analysis.
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The failure rate data for this system is obtained from

[8]. The application K factors in the analysis correspond to an
ambient; of about 40°C and a general ground based environment and
a quality factor value 5 for MIL-883 grade B1 components. The
mean time to repair(MTTR) is assumed to be 24 hours, which is
conservative. Also the common cause failures such as power
supply fluctuations have been taken into consideration. The
failure frequency of the regulating system is 0.3 per year.

5 MODERATOR SYSTEM

Moderator serves as an ultimate heat sink in the event of a
dual failure involving LOCA and loss of emergency core cooling
system. As major fuel failures can be averted for extended
periods due to presence of moderator(upto full level in
calandria)[4], it is essential to ensure that this system is
reliable. It would be seen that a) the frequency of a leak in
the system that, affects the moderator level is low and b) in
case such an incident occurs it is possible to isolate the
moderator system so as to stop the leak.

5.1 System Description

Moderator system consists of two independent loops
connected to the calandria vessel. Each loop consists of a set
of two pumps, a heat, exchanger and associated piping and valves.
There is a standby pump which can be started when any of the
operating pumps in any loop fails. For the full power operation
of the reactor it is essential to ensure that both the loops are
operating. This system also caters to absorber, regulating and
shim rods. Required quality of the moderator is maintained by
the purification system, which takes continuously moderator from
the system, purifies it m d returns it back to the main
moderator circuit. To keep the required reactivity level of the
system, poison concentration in the moderator is controlled by
the poison addition system and purification system. Moderator
purity is monitored by the sampling station.
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5.2 Reliability Analysis

As the system is a continuously operating system, the
frequency of moderator system failure leading to a decrease in
level is a measure of the reliability of the system. As
maintaining moderator level in calandria has an impact on fuel
safety in accident situations, the probability of failure to
isolate the moderator also serves as another index of
reliability. In this analysis these two are considered.

5.3 Assumptions

The analysis is carried out under the following

assumptions.
1. For heat exchanger tubes only rupture is considered to lead

to moderator level drop. It is assumed that leakages do not
affect the moderator level much.

2. For large diameter piping, leakages in addition to rupture
are also considered as these can result in significant losses
from the system. To take care of this the upper bound failure
rate of rupture is used.

3. For the bellow seal valves only failure modes resulting in
external leakage are considered.

4. k single pump seal leakage, it was observed in reference
[12], results only in a loss of -15 litres per minute. Even
if all the pump seals leak simultaneously, the total leak
rate is -65 litres per minute. Based on a rough estimate[12],
it is found that there is about one hour time available for
moderator level to reach the calandria isolation limit in the
event of all five pump seals simultaneously leaking. Operator
action, to isolate the leaking pumps, is highily probable
during this one hour. Hence pump seal leakages in moderator
system are not considered to lead to a significant level drop
in the calandria. The length of small and large diameter
piping considered here is shown in table 5.1.

5. For diaphragm valves in moderator and associated systems
failure rate data available from MAPS operation[13] have been
used, details of which are shown in table 5.2. As failure
information on bellow seal valves is not available, about one
third of diaphragm valve failure rate is assumed to b«



applicable to these valves.
The failure data used in this analysis is shown in table

5.3. A fault tree fox the moderator level drop and failure to
isolate moderator in calandria have been constructed and shown
in figures 5.1 and 5.2.

5.4 Results

With the above assumptions, using the data shown in table
5.3, the frequency of moderator level drop has been calculated
and this turns out. to be 2.0/year. Th« probability of failure to
isolate the moderator in calandria turns out to be 5.0*10" .
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Table 5.1 Details of Piping of Moderator systea

System

Moderator Circulation
Svstem
a)Piping & Tubing

(diameter >3")
b)Piping & Tubing

(diameter<3")

Shim & Recrulatina Rod
Coolina Svstem

(diameter >3")
Liauid Poison Svstem

(diameter<3")
Samulina circuit

(diameter<3")
Purificat.ipn Circuit

(diameter <3")

Line
no

All lines

3211.8
3211.9ScIns
Tubing

All 3240
lines
3481-1,2,1
12,13 & 16

3221-18.2
(100\
length)
Remaining
all 3221
lines 50*
length
(The port-
ion beyond
MVs upto
IX is not
considered

Length in
Metres

152.7

14.0

42.5

76.5

10.0

Number of
Sections

59

18

13

15

1



Table 5.2:
Diaphragm Valve failure data MAPS 1 Operation
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Description

Number of Valves

Number of Diaphragm
Replacements

Percentage of failures
assumed to lead to major
External leak

Period of operation(years)

Failure Rate(per year)

Value

486

83

50*

3.25

0.03



Table 5.3: Failure Rate Data
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Item(Failure Mode)

Pipe/Tube
(Rupture/leakage)

i) <3"diameter

ii)>3"diameter

Heat Exchanger
(Tube rupture)

Pump (Kea.'l leakage)

Manual VfJ-^ff
(External leakage)

Motor. Operated Valves
i) External leakage
ii) Failure to operate

Air Operated Valve^
i) External leakage

ii) Failure to operate

Check Valves
External leakage

Control Valves
External leakage

Flanae joints

Failure Rate

3
2
3
2

8

0

3

3
1

6
1

2

6

1

.0*10" /section-year

.0*10"*/foot-year

.0*10"*/section-year

.0*10"5/foot-year

.8*10"fi/tube-year

.108/year

,0*10"2/year

.3*10"I/year

.0*10"3/demand

.0*10"3/year

.0*10" -/demand

.6*10"3/year

.0*10"3/year

.0*10*2/year
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6 FEED WATEfr S%ST.Efl

Feed water is essential for heat removal from Primary Heat
Transport System(PHTS) when the reactor is operating or
shutdown. Heat removal from PHTS is accomplished by main feed
water system(MFWS) when the reactor is operating while auxiliary
feed water system caters to conditions of MFWS nonavailability
and during reactor shutdown. The nonavailability of MFWS results
in high PHT pressure and consequent, reactor trip where AFWS
nonavailability results in loss of heat removal capability from
PHTS and thus has safety implication. In this section an
evaluation of the frequency of MFWS failure and the demand
failure probability of AFWS are presented.

6.1 System Description

Feed water system consists of three 50\ main boiler feed
pumps which take suction from the deaerator storage tank and
supply water to the four steam generators after passing through
a drain cooler and a set of heaters. The flow to each of the SGs
if regulated through a small and a large control valve each of
which has a standby to take care of any maintenance of the
operating valve. Only two main boiler feed pumps are enough to
supply the required feed to the SGs. However, when any of the
operating pumps trips, the standby comes automatically. Even
when the standby does not start, operation of the reactor at
reduced power is possible and this requires operator action.
This operation at reduced power is not considered as it demands
operator attention and alertness within the first few seconds of
the standby pump failure when any of the operating pumps trips.
The level in the deaerator tank is maintained by a main
condensate extraction pump(CEP) which has a backup. The
condensate pump discharge is preconditioned to deaerator water
temperature through three IP heaters. One of the two AFWS pumps
starts automatically when the main boiler feed pumps trip and
supply water to the SGs for heat removal. Both MFWS and AFWS
share some common piping. In addition AFWS has an independent
line which feeds water directly to the SGs.
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6.2 Reliability Analyses

In carrying out the reliability analysis the following
assumptions were made
1. Only one of the two HP heaters is sufficient for normal

reactor operation.
2.Two out of the three LP heaters are enough for normal

reactor operation.
3. Auxiliary condensate extraction pumps axe not considered

here as these do not have any safety implication. This is
due to the adequate capacity of the deaerator storage tank
which is fed by these pumps.

4. Valves in feed control station associated with each of the
SGs are not considered as closure of these valves affects
only one SG and this might lead to a reduction in power.
Simultaneous closure of the valves in all the four feed
control stations is remote. However, these are susceptible
to common cause failure due to common power supply.

5. Only major leaks from flange joints(mainly from condensate
system) are considered to affect the system performace.
Based on the above assumption, fault trees for the main

feed water system failure and auxiliary feed water system
unavailability have been drawn and are shown in the figures 6.1
and €.2 respectively. The details of the piping are considered
in this analysis are shown in table 6.1. The failure data used
in this analysis are presented in table 6.2.

6.3 Results

The frequency of MFWS failure and the demand failure
probability of AFWS have been calculated using the fault
trees(fig.6.1 and 6.2) and using the data shown in table 6.2 and
these trun out to be 0.5/year and 1.0*10"3/D respectively.
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TABLE 6.1: DETAILS OF PIPING OF FEED WATER SYSTEMS

SYSTEM

Condensate System

Feed System
1. Indepandant

piping
(From Deaerator
to heater no.6)

ii. Common piping

Steam piping

Length In
meters
(size)

201.64
(dia > 3")

131.3
(dia > 3">

169.6
<d1a > 3M>
308.8
(dia > 3")

Number of
sections

37

62

12

Number of
flang* joints

37

-

-

-
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TABLE 6.21 Failure Rat* Data

Item(Failure mode)

PumpsCIncLuding motor)
i. Fa iIs to Start

1i« Fails to run
Heater

i. Shell Leak
11. Tube rupture

C1DOQ tubes)
Motorised VaLve

i. Fails to remain
open

11. Failure to open
111. Failure to operate
Manual VaLve

i. Fails to remain
open

11. Failure to close
111. Stuck closed
Level Switch

1. Failure to operate

Pressure Switch
i. Failure to operate

Hand Switch
1. Falls to transfer

Limit Switch
1. FaiLure to operate

Relay
1. Falls to energise

i1. Failure of NC by
opening given no
switch operation

1ii. FaiLure of NO
contact to close
when energised

iv. FaiLure of NC
contact by opening
or coil opening
or short

Failure rate

1.0*10"3/D
3.0*lD~5/hr

1.0*10~$/hr

0.01/year

1.O*1O"*/D
1.O*1O'3/D
3.3*10~3/D

1.0*lO"*/D
0.0S6*10'8/hr
2.7*10"7/hr

1.0*10~4/D
<3.0*10"7/hr)

1.0*10"*/D
<3.0*10"7/hr)

1-O*1O"5/D

3.0*10"*/D

1.0*10 */0
u

3.0*10"B/hr
<1.0*10"5/D)

••
3.0*10" Vhr

1.0*10 Vhr
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TABLE 6.2: Continued

Item<FaiLure mode)

Piping rupture
i. <d1a < 3")

1. (dia > 3")

Strainer
i. Plugged

Expansion joint
Control, valve
FLow element

i. ALL modes
Human error
Flange joints
Check valve
Circuit breaker

Failure rate

3.0*10" Vsec-ysar
2.0*10"*/ft-ye»r
3.0*10 /sec-ye«r
2.0*.10"5/ft-year

1.0*10"5/hr
A.0*10"3/D
l.0*10"3/D

0.245*10"e/hr
1.0*10'3/D
1.0*10"2/hr
3.0*10"7/hr
1.0*10"3/D
1.0*10"6/hr
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7 PROCESS WATER SYSTEM

Process water system like electrical power supply system,
is a support system. It does not directly affect the safety of
the reactor but it affects the performance of the safety
systems. Hence it is essential that this system be highly
reliable to prevent the dependent, failures of the process/safety
systems. In this respect the failure frequency of the process
water systems (which lead to reactor shutdown and has a bearing
on the ultimate heat sink of the reactor) and the demand failure
probabilities of emergency process water systems (which affect
the safety systems) are analysed.

7.1 System Description

Process Water Systems are designed to remove heat from
various process systems, like moderator system( through
moderator heat exchangers), shutdown cooling systemsC through
shutdown coolers), safety systems like ECCS( through ECCS heat
exchangers) and service systems like class TTI power( DG jacket
cooling). To cater to the various active and nonactive systems,
the process water systems are classified as:

1. Active High Pressure Process Water System(AHPPWS)
2. Active Low Pressure Process Water System(AI.PPWS)
3. Non-active High Pressure Process Water System(NAHPPWS)
4. Non-active Low Pressure Process Water System(NALPPWS)

Out of these the NALPPWS being a non-safety related system(
in the sense that it does not cater to any safety system) is not
considered here. AHPPWS and ALPPWS systems axe not normally
active. But as these systems cool active systems like PHT pump
gland cooling, moderator cooling, these are likely to contain
some activity in case of leaks from the active systems. These
active systems, are further cooled by active process water
cooling system(APWCS) which mixes with the NAHPPWS before going
to induced draft cooling tower(IDCT) for heat removal.
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The flow requirements of these systems during normal

reactor operation and shutdown operation are different except
for NAHPPW system. In case of ALPPWS and APWCS shutdown
requirement is less than normal and it is met by seperate
emergency pumps primed by class III power. In case of AHPPWS,
shutdown requirement is more than normal requirement and the
same type of pumps with a more number of pumps running( on class
III) meet the emergency requirement. In case of NAHPPWS normal
and shutdown requirements are the same and these are met by the
same type and number of pumps.

7.2 Reliability Analysis

The fllowing assumptions are made in carrying the analysis.
1. In Active Process Water Cooling System there is one standby

pump for both the units. It is assumed that the demand on
the standby does not arise simultaneously for both the
units.

2. In Emergency Active Process Water Cooling System it is
assumed that the number of pumps required are always
four.(When the standby cooling system operates the pumps
required are four)
The piping data giving the piping details inside and

outside RB for large( > 3" dia) and small ( <3" dia) piping are
given in table 7.1. The failure data used for this analysis is
shown in table 7.2.

7.3 Results

Fault trees(figures 7.1 to 7.4), as it was mentioned
earlier, were drawn for Dthe frequency of process water system
failure and 2) the probability of failure on demand of 2a)
emergency active process water system and 2b) emergency
nonactive cooling systems. Using the fault trees and utilising
the piping data in table 7.1 and failure data in table 7.2
calculations have been done and these turn out to be 2.5/year
,4.5*1O'*/D and 1.0*10"*/D for 1,2a),and 2b) respectively. The
contributions of piping to the failure frequency are shown in
table 7.3.



TABLE 7.1: PIPING DETAILS

Systea

AHPPWS
dia < 3"
dia > 3"
ALPPWS
dia < 3"
dia > 3"
NAHPPWS
dia < 3"
dia > 3"

APCHS
dia < 3"
dia > 3"

Inside Reactor Building

Length
in
•etera

377.0
221.0

-
43.0

13.5
630.0

-
—

No. of
Sections

61
4.8

-
6

4
42

-
-

No. of
Flange
joints

50
46

-
-

38

-
-

Outside Reactor Building

Length
ir-
•eters

-

103.0

-

2748.0

60.0
1010.0

67.0
515.0

No. of
Sections

-

10

-
176

2
37

22
75

No. of
Flange
joints

-

8

-
153

-
24

22
50

09
CD
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TABLE 7.2 : FAILURE RATE DATA

Item(Failure mode)

Pumps(Including motor)
i. Fails to Stait

ii. Fails to run
Heat Exchanger
ii. Tube rupture

Motorised Valve
i. Fails to remain

open
ii. Internal leakage

(Catastrophic)
iii. Failure to operate
Manual Valve

i. Fails to remain
open

ii. Failure to close
Circuit breaker
i. Spurious transfer

ii. Failure to transfer
Strainer

i. Plugged

Human er~or
Expansion joint

Flange joints

Failure rate

1
3

8

1
3

3

1
0

1
1

1
4
3
4
1
0

.0*10~3/D

.0*10'5/hr

.0*10"6/tube-yr

.0«10"*/D

.0*10"°fhx

.5*1O"3/D

.0*10"*/D

.O56*1O~6/hr

.0M0'6/hr

.0*10"3/D

.0*10"5/hr

.0*10"3/D

.0M0"3/D

.0*10"3/D

.0*10"5/hr

.3*1O"2/yr



TABLE 7.2: Continued
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Item(Failure mode)

Piping rupture
i. (dia < 3")

i. (dia > 3")

Check valve
i. Internal leakage

(Cata strophic)
ii. Failure to remain

open
Pressure Switch

i. Failure to operate

Limit Switch
i. Failure to operate

Tank
i. Rupture

Class ITI Power Supply
Class IV Power Supply

Failure

3
2
3
2

3

1

1

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

• 4

•4

-5

•5

•7

•

4

(3.0*10"

3

1
5
1

.0*10"

.5*10"

.8*10"

.0 to

4

9

3

2

rate

/sec-year
/ft--year
/sec-year
/ft-year

/hr

/D

/D
7/hr)

/D

/hr
/yx
• 0/yr
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TABLE 7.3:PIPING FAILURE FREQUEHCT

System

Active Process Water
system
Dia <3"

Dia >3"

Active Process Watar
Cooling System
Dia <3"
Dia >3"
Non-active High
Pressure Process
Water System
Dia <3*
Dia >3"

Inside RB

O.O67/year

0.16/year
(Inclusive
of joints)

-
-

3.3*10"3/year
7.1*10"3/year

Outside RB

-

0.56/year
(Inclusive
of joints)

1.7*10'2/year
8.75*10"3/year

4.9*10"3/year
9.0*10'3/year
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8 COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM

The Compressed Air System comprises of six compressors and
three dryers for both the units along with the associated air
receivers,valves and piping. During normal reactor
operation,three compressors are connected to one ĉ uunon header
and the other three to another common header. The headers in
turn are associated with a dryer each and in case of failure or
maintenance of any operating dryer, the third dryer, can be
valved in. Two compressors in each unit are 'ON' during normal
operation, one being on class IV and the other on class III and
the third compressor is standby on class III. It is usually a
unitised operation with tie up valves V-1O3O and V-1029 kept
normally closed.

8.1 Reliability Analysis

The loss of compressed air situation arises when the air
pressure falls below 7kg/cm2(g) in the common header. The
details of reliability analysis are shown in the fault
tree(Figure 8.1). The failure modes for loss of instrument air
are as follows:
a) Two out of three compressors trip or one of the running
compressors fails and the standby compressor fails to start on
demand or fails to run. The running compressor would be able to
maintain tha air pressure above the limit for about 10 mts. The
tie line valves must be opened within the duration manually.
b) Failure of one of the dryers coupled with the standby dryer

either under maintenance or failure 'on demand' or failure in
operation during the maintenance period of the first dryer.

c) Failure in piping.

p.2 Failure Rate Data

The Air compressor may fail due to the failure in any of

the following components.
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i. Suction filter

it. Compressor or the Motor
iii. Inter cooler
iv. After cooler
v. Inter connecting piping, tubing etc.

vi. Air receivers including the relief valve instrumentation
tubing, piping etc.
In case of the Air drying plant, various coaponents leading

to dryer failure are:

i. Regeneration system components,eg RV-1726,V-1689/V-1688 or
V-1692/V-1693, blowers etc.

ii.. Pref liters and associated valves,postf liters and
asssociated valves,

iii. Piping.
However,the reliability analysis is based on the failure data
obtained from RAPS [14] wherein the availability figures for LP
and HP compressors and dryers are included as total subsystems.
The fault tree is also not developed down to the component level
due to the same reason. Based on RAPS data, following failure
data has been used in the analysis.

Compressors: Availability - 9O\
Failure rate - 3/yr
Maint. down time - 15 days/yr

Dryers: Availability - 9O\
Failure rate - 2/yr
Maintenance down tine - 15 days/yr

Class TIT Emergency Operation of Compressed Air System(
Instrument Air)

During class IV power supply failure loads are
automatically brought down and handled by class III power
supply,wherein only one compressor is 'ON' (one which was
working on class IV switches over to class Ill.ie CP2) and CP3
will remain as standby. Similarly air drying plant. DR1 will
switch over to class III and there will not be any standby
drying plant during cleiss ITT operation assuming unitised »ode.
These conditions have been explicitly shown in fault tree
(Figure 8.2).
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8.3 Results

The frequency of compressed air failure in the unitised
mode of operation is 2-6/yr and the probability of failure on
demand of class Til instrument air system is 1.0*1G"*/D.

9 ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

The electrical supply system which provides power to all
station loads, is an important safety system since it is
essential for the satisfactory operation of various other safety
related systems. The system is broadly classified into 'four
different categories of power supplies depending upon the
reliability, continuity and availability of the power supply
requirements. These are tezmed as -Class I, Class II, Class III
and Class IV supplies. Class IV and Class III are the basic
normal and emergency power sources respectively for long term
operation.

9.1 Class IV Power SUPPIV

This forms the main source of power to all the station
electrical loads under noriral operating conditions of the unit.
There are two diverse and independent sources of Class IV power,
one from the 22OKV grid through a 220/6.9KV start-up transformer
and other from the station generator through a 16.5/6.9KV unit
transformer. The two sources are interconnected(at 6.6KV level)
in such a way that in case of loss of power from any of them,
power supply can be maintained by a fast automatic transfer of
loads to the other healthy source.

9.1.1 Reliability Analysis

The failure of Class IV supply is not unsafe, however, it
is an important initiating event since a number of process
systems connected on Class IV supply e.g. PHT pumps, Main BFP
etc. trip and DGs are the main source of supply to emergency
loads on Class III till it is restored.
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The frequency of Class IV supply failure is the iaportant

parameter which, coupled with the unavailability of Class III
supply, would yield the frequency of Station Blackout, after
about 30 mts. of loss of both the supplies. The reliability
analysis of Class IV is shown in the fault tree of figure 9.1.
The dominant failure modes are:

1.Failure of grid supply when station generator or unit
transformer is down due to maintenance

2. Failure of station supply when components of grid supply are
down

3. Simultaneous failure of both the sources of Class TV supply
The frequency of Class TV failure has been worked out using

Markov Techniques[9] . It: is important to note that it would be
essential to consider both the effects of grid fluctuations on
the performance of reactor and vice versa - any transient
leading to reactor trip and subsequently, disturbing the grid
stability. Both the situations would lead to a Class TV failure.

9.2 CLASS III POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

During normal operation, Class III buses are supplied from
6.6 KV class IV buses. When Class IV is not available, the loads
on Class IV are automatically dropped to enable the DGs to start
and subsequently, pick up in sequence after DGs are at rated
speed. The transfer is affected through the Emergency Transfer
System. The sequence of pick up is chosen with reference to the
urgency and importance of each load. Normally more load is
connected to Class III buses than that could be handled by a
single DG. This is permissible as the DG rating is higher than
the nominal during the first two hours of operation. In the
event a single DG only starts the sequence of load picking is
stopped at a condition where the operating DG is not overloaded.
The system is considered safe even if only one DG is in
operation and the priority loads are connected. The tripping of
isolating CBs and the closing of CB in series with the DG is
done by interlock circuits and their availability have been
considered in the analysis.
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9.2.1 Reliability Analvaia

The details of reliability analysis are shown in the Fault
Tree of figure 9.2. The major failure nodes of Class III
unavailability are
a. Independent failures

Since the emergency power supply system comprises of
2(1OO\) DGs, availability of any one of them would, as mentioned
before, be adequate. Thus, failure of both DGs on demand would
be the failure criterion. The contribution from the bus and the
CB associated with each DG is also included. The operation of
the CB is through interlock circuits whose contribution is
associated with the CB.
b. Test and Maintenance

Testing and Maintenance of components contribute to the
system unavailability due to reduced redundancy during the test
or maintenance period and is also a function of corresponding
intervals. Test contribution would, however, be negligible. K
downtime of 7 days/year has been assumed for a DG in the
calculations. Thus, the maintenance contribution -
2*7*(Qd+Q )/365 where Qd is the probability of faiure on demand
and Q is the probability of failure in operation during the
mission time( assumed to be 24 hours) when the other DG is under
maintenance.

9 . 3 Coynmon Cause Failures

Common Cause Failures(CCFs) are multiple failures which are
dependent and caused by a single initiating cause. Various
factors contributing to CCFs in DGs may be listed as follows:
a. Design and Fabrication deficiencies e.g. fuel oil blockage,

water in fuel oil, common service water supplies and D.C.
supplies,

b. Operator errors in test and maintenance,

c. External Environmental Effects e.g. rise in roo» ambient

temperature.
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In case physical diversity and fire barriers are provided, the
effects of CCFs emanating from the external environment e.g.
fire, change in room ambient, temperature etc. would be reduced.
Since the maintenance of two DGs is independent and staggered,
the contribution due to human error in test and maintenance is
significantly reduced. It has been observed[10] that lack of
detailed procedures.checking the restorability after test and
maintenance are dominant causes of CCF due to human error in
test and maintenance. Other factors contributing to CCFs are
a.fuel oil blockage or water in the fuel oil system.

b. lack of water chemistry control in the engine jacket water
causing corrosion

c. service water system or DC power unavailability,
d. loss of start air pressure etc.

The overall contribution due to CCFs is quite dominating
and is estimated as 1,0*10"

9.4 Overloading Effects

On Class IV failure, all the loads connected to Class III
buses are dropped. When DGs start and pick up speed, the loads
are sequentially picked up in accordance with the emergency
transfer logic. In case a CB associated with any Class III load
fails to trip, the corresponding load would not be dropped and
the DG may be overloaded and because of the intertie, the other
DG could also trip. But the DGs are designed for a minimum of

overload and no single load exceeds this capacity. Thus, at

least two CBs must feil to open to cause any overloading of DG.
The probability of this failure is 1.0*10"*.

9.$ Class II SUDPIV

Class II is the uninterrupted supply required for the
important systems like reactor protective,regulating systems
etc. The Class II buses are normally fed from Class III through
ACVRs and the MG sets and during nonavailability of Class
III,through Class I, i.e. DC batteries, for a period of about 30
minutes. Thus, the contribution of batteries will be significant
only in case of short term availability requirements. Apart from
this Class II buses are also directly connected to th«
respective Class III buses.
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9.5.1 Reliability Anaty^g

The details of reliability analysis are included in the
Fault Tree of figure J.3 and are identical to the analysis as in
C9!|.

10 TIRE WATER EM

In NAPP a syshem of constantly pressurised and readily
available water supply system has been arranged to tackle' the
type of fire where witter can be effective. The System comprises
storage of water, pum?s and piping network terminating with
hydrants and sprinklers at various locations in the plant
premises. Besides this, fire water system acts as an emergency
backup to
a. Feed water syr5t«m( in the event of auxiliary boiler feed

water system failure
b. Active process water and
c. Process water cooling system

10.1 gvstem Description

The main source of fire water is the storage available in
the natural draft cooling tower basins and the cooling water
tunnel connecting the basins with the cooling water pump house.
The fire water pumps are common for both units 1 and 2. One
electric motor driven pump and three dedicated diesel engine
driven pumps have been provided for this purpose.

1Q.2 Reliability Analysis

Reliability analysis is done for the on demand failure
probability of fire water system as backup system to process
systems with the following assumptions.

i. Two pumps out of three diesel engine driven pumps should be
available.
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ii. At a tine backup system is required for one unit only

iii. Piping failure in any part of the fire water systea, if not
isolated, can affect the supply to the process systems.

Total pipe failure of this system and the failure of the pimps (
two) are the contributing factors for the fire water systea
unavailability. The details of the analysis are shown in the
fault tree (Figure 10.1). The failure data used for the
reliability calculations is given in table 10.1. The calculated
value of demand failure probability of this system is 1.0*10"3/D



TABLE 10.1 : FAILURE RATE DATA
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S.No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Component

Pump
Circuit: Breaker
Check Valve
Pressure Switch
Manual Valve
Diesel Engine
Pipe Rupture
(dia > 3*)

Failuxe Rate

1.0*10"3/D
1 .O*1O°/D
1.0*10'4/D
1.0*10"*/D

1.0*10"l/D
3.0*10~3/D
3.0*10~s/sec-yr
2.0*10"5/ft-yr
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11 REACTOR SHUTDOWN g\

The reactor slutdown system(RSS) is designed to
automatically shutdown the reactor to prevent any damage to the
plant. which might subsequently lead to the release of
radioactivity. It is imperative that the RSS minimised the
probability of failure of both the fuel structure and the
primary system boundary under various conditions of operation,
transients and the various postulated accident conditions. In
order to achieve this, redundancies and diversities are
incorporated into the design. To a large extent,, every
initiating event is monitored using diverse process parameters
so that the reactor shutdown function is not impaired even in
the event of common cause failure of the redundant units.

1).1 System Description

The reactor shutdown system comprises of:

11.1.1 Instruiqentatior

Process monitoring Instrumentation is used to monitor the
various process parameters like pressure, temperature, flow,
radiation etc. In general, all the state variables which depict
the operating environment of the fuel integrity and PHT pressure
boundary, are instrumented to generate signals to be used by
RSS. Limits on thet;e parameters are so decided that under any
abnormal conditions, no damage occurs taking into account the
severest effect of CCF of RSS insturnentation. All the trip
parameters are catego::ised into a) Absolute and l>) Conditional
trips and are arranged in triplicated channels.

111.2 Trjp Logic

Trip logic processes the information received froa instrument
channels, performs the necessary logic using 2 out of 3
coincidence scheme and provides signal to the clutch coils of
the primary shutdown system( also called mechanical shutoff
sysmtem or MSS). The function is performed by relay logic which
operates on 48V D.C. Three separate and independent sources of
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power are used for the three channels, in view of the single
failure criteria. Fourteen shutoff rods are divided into two
groups of seven rods, each group of clutch coils fed fron
seperate 90V D.C. sources with a. backup.

11.1.3 Shutdown devices

Shutdown devices ultimately trip the ractor by introducing
adequate amount of negative reactivity. The system has diverse,
redundant provisions in the foni of
a. Mechanical Shutoff tods

This comprises vertical tubular cadmium rod .elements
distrubuted in fourteen locations over the entire core with
independent winch type drive nechanism for rod. These rods are
held parked on the top of the core with the help of rope drum,
electromagnetic clutch and irreversible worm and worm wheel
drive. Upon receipt of shutdown signal the electromagnetic
clutches are deenerglsed and the shutdown rods fall by gravity
to bring about a quick reactor shutdown. Compression springs
installed on the shutdown rods ensure the initial acceleration
and a dashpot assembly absorbs the kinetic energy at the end of
travel. A single failure in the primary shutdown system would
not constitute a system failure under all conditions,
b. Liquid poison injection

The system comprises of 12 tubes passing through the core
and is divided into four banks of three rods each. Each bank has
an associated poison (borated D O ) tank and a Helium pressure
tank and is independent of the others. The high pressure gas
tank(TK-6) is connected to the liquid poison tank(TK-4) through
fast acting solenoid valves. In order to reduce the probability
of spurious injection, two SVs are connected in series. These
valves are normally closed and opened whenever the shutdown
system is required to act. All other SVs in the pressure
balancing line or the Helium recirculation line are open during
normal operation and closed on demand. Since three of the four
banks provide sufficient reactivity depth for the reactor
shutdown, nonavailability of one bank is not unsafe.
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The signal for the operation of mechanical shutoff rods is

derived from the process monitoring instrumentation whereas, the
liquid poison injection in addition to selective process
parameters is also actuated when two or more shutoff rods fail
to enter the calandria in a stipulated time after the reactor
trip. The two shutdown mechanisms are independent and based on
diverse mode of operation and thus, are not amenable to CCF.

11.2 Safety Analysis

The RSS comprises of a number of trip parameters which are
actuated, depending upon the nature of the initiating event or
the fault situation. However, it can be assumed that at least
two parameters will be actuated for every initiating event. The
details of the safety analysis are shown in the fault
tree(Figure 11.1). The CCF block in the instrumentation includes
common causes affecting both the parameters because of whocn a
low value of £( p=A_lul_/A»O.Q1) has been assumed. The safety
analysis is carried out on the basis of the following
assumptions.

a. Test interval is fortnightly
b. Unsafe failure rate of the channel is 1.0*10" per hour
c. Short failure of the switching diodes in the trip logic is

not unsafe
d. CCF of trip relays is due to welding of the contacts in the

ladder network for which a ft of 0.01 has been assumed.
e. Based on CIRUS experience[15], the probability of. failure for

a shutoff rod is 2.0*10"5 per demand which for the present
analysis, is assumed as 6.0*10~5 per demand to account for
the design differences.

The MSS reliability would then be 14C (6*10~5)2 or
2

3.3*10 per demand. However, taking into account all types of
failures the reliability of mechanical shutdown rods have been
taken as less than 10"* per demand.

The details of the safety analysis of the liquid poison
system are as shown in the fault tree(Figure 11.1). The analysis
is critically dependent upon the assumption that one bank As
redundant since the two main injection valves are in series and
any one of these failing to open would lead to failure of the
poison injection in one bank. All the other solenoid valves
which change state on demand are redundant. The probability of
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failure of at bank is 2.5*10"3 is, thus, governed by the series
valves and that of all the banks is 4.0»10~5, because 2 out of 4
banks must fail on demand.

Icat—and—Maintenance Cnnt ribut 1 on • The test contribution from
main injection valves is negligible due to series configuration.
The maintenance contribution, assuming 24 hours down tine for
maintenance action once in six months is

Maintenance -««3*P8*<24*2)/(6-720> -4.0*10"*

where Pfi is the probability of failure of a bank.
Common Cause Failures: The analysis of CCFs for secondary
shutdown system is .associated with the common failures of the
valves in the redundant banks of the system. Since all SVs are
energised and their status displayed in the control room, the
probability of any operator error during test and maintenance is
considered negligible. The contribution due to design and
environment is shown in the fault tree(Figure 11.3).

11.3 Reliability Analysis

The reliability analysis is associated with the spurious
reactor trips due to failure in the RSS. It is assumed that the
accidental dropping of a single shutoff rod or poison injection
in a single bank of tubes will cause a reactor trip and also,
the switching of backup supply(90V) is faster than disengaging
time period for a shutoff rod clutch. The details of the
reliability anlysis are shown in the fault tree(Figure 11.2)

11.4 Results

The probability of unsafe failure of the reactor shutdown
system is conservatively estimated as 2*10"'/demand, the
majority contribution being from CCF in instrument channels.

12 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM
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Emergency Core Cooling System(ECCS) is designed to reaove

the decay heat from the fuel following a loss of coolant
accident(LOCA) and provide means of transferring decay heat to
the ultimate heat sink under all credible modes of failure of
the primary heat transport system(PHTS). Two different systems
are employed, one for handling large amd medium LOCA and a
second system for handling Small LOCA. In this section a safety
analysis of the ECCS for large and medium LOCAs is presented.
Spurious injection of ECCS is, however, not considered as it is
not possible due to the presence of check valves in the ECCS
lines whose opening is governed by a positive differential
pressure between ECCS and PHTS(which does not exist under normal
operating conditions) when the signal is spuriously actuated.

12.1 System Description

ECCS consists of (a) a heavy water accumulator (b) a light
water accumulator and (c) a recirculation system and associated
piping and valves. Upon the occurence of LOCA conditions as
sensed by low inlet header pressure signal and/or differential
pressure signal, signal for injection is initiated. Depending
upon whether the injection is type I or IX or III, the
appropriate valves are operated and heavy water injection takes
place. As soon as the heavy water in the heavy water accumulator
get3 exhausted and the system pressure falls below 32 Kg/Cm ,
light water tank gets pressurised and provides core cooling
after rupturing the rupture disk which normally isolates the
light water tank from the PHTS. After water in this tank gets
exhausted, as sensed by the low level sensor, the two out of
four recirculation pumps( which are already started when the
LOCA signal is generated) take suction initially from an
overhead storage tank and later from the supression pool and
cool the core. In type I injection depressurisation of PHTS is
done during light water injection/recirculation mode by opening
MV-38 and MV-39. Prior to light water recirculation, the
recirculation pump discharge passes through MV-52 back to pump
suction. However, during recirculation MV-52 is closed.
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12.7. fleliabilitv Analvnjq

In carrying the reliability analysis, the following
assumptions were made.

1. Only one of the two sets of (3 each) pressure sensors
located on the two inlet headers is considered, as only one
set is actuated depending upon the breaX location. Several
seconds would elapse before the other set is actuated.

2. Only one of the two sets of 13 each) differential pressure
transmitters between the inlet and outlet headers is
considered as only one set is actuated depending upon the
break location.

3. Pressure relief valves located in the gas lines of the
pressurizing tanks for heavy water and light water
accumulators are not considered in the analysis, as the gas
pressure in the pressurizing tanks is monitored all the
time.

4. In the recirculation loop P is considered as a backup for
P1 and P is considered as a back up for P event.hough any
of the pumps(excluding P ) can act as a back up for any
other pump.

5. A monthly checking time is assumed. However, the
instrumentation located on the headers, which is nornally
not. accessible, is assumed to be tested once in six months.
Based on the above assumptions, a fault tree for the ECCS

failure has been constructed fox type I and type II injections(
figure 12.1 and 12.2). Since type III injection is similar to
type II injection, the fault tree drawn for type II is also
applicable for type Til.

As the valves under test condition are provided with an
override when LOCA occurs, testing does not contribute to ECCS
inavailability. The failure data that was used in carrying out
his analysis is shown in table 12.1. The data for components .
ike motor operated valves includes contribution of the actuator

ircuit as well.
From the fault trees, shown in figures 12.1 and 12.2, the

robability of failures of the ECCS system on demand during any
/pe of injection is 3.5*10"3/demand.
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12.3 Long Tern QnaMtlnn nf ECCS Pumoa

Since the demand on the continuous operation of ECCS is
envisaged, in the event of a large ox medium LOCA, for at least
a period of two months, the long term reliability requirements
of the ECCS recixcuiation system must be ensured. For the
analysis of long term operation ECCS pumps are considered a>s a
four unit, system with one operating and three standby. Operation
of one ECC pump is considered to be adequate during this period.
It is also assumed in she analysis that there are no pumps under
maintenance at the beginning of long term operation. This is
justified because tha most probable state of operation of the
system is the operation of the first and the second of the four
pumps during the initial period. Five cases (to study the effect
of break down maintenance duration,if necessary) as detailed in
table 12.2 are considered.

A computer program using Markov Approach [9], that was
developed,for continuously operating systems, is used for
carrying out this analysis. The five cases(shown in Table 12.2)
are analysed using the program and the results axe shown in the
same table. Since the pumps are located in the annular region,
they are not subjected to extreme environment. However to take
cognizance of the stresses due to operation for longer duration
the 95th percentile value of the pump failure rate as given in
reference [1] is used. From the results of the analysis( figure
12.3) it can be seen that the probability of failure fox long
term decay heat removal with no repair of ECC pumps for a
mission time of two months would be 2*10"* per mission with a
pump failure rate of 2*10'*/hr and 1*10"3 per mission with a
puup failure rate of 3.0*10~*/hr. To illustrate the sensitivity
of the unreliability to the failure rate of the pump during
operation, calculations for a set of failure rates have been
done and the results are shown in fig.12.3.
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12.4 Common Cause Failures

Redundant systems are susceptible to common cause failures
due to commonness in design, operating conditions, environment,
test and maintenance and human error. As indications /alarms are
provided to monitor the status of systems/components important
to safety, the likelihood of CCFs is reduced during test and
maintenance. In instrumentation common errors due to improper
calibration are not out of place here. The provision for
physical seperation of systems, like pumps is essential to
ensure that malfunctioning of one pump does not affect the
performance of the other pumps. In this analysis common cause
contributions are conservatively estimated to see the
susceptibility of the system to CCFs. As can be seen from the
fault trees the CCFs considered are in 1)instrumentation
2)valves 3)pumps and 4)strainers(choking due to inadequate
quality or peeling of paints on suppression pool liner)..



Table 12.1:Failure Rate Data
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No.

1

2

3
4
5

6
7

8

9

10

11
12
13

14

15

Component

Pressure/Level
Transmitter,
Differential
Transmitter
Indicating Alarm
Meters or FIA

Motorised Valve
Solenoid Valve
Check valve

Relay
Time Delay Relay

i.Failure of NC

Mode

Ail modes
Incipient

Failure
Rate
(per hour)

1.0M0"6

2.0*10"6

4.0*10"6

0.648*10

Failure to Open
Leakage

Premature
Transfer

Fails to
Transfer

Contact by Opening
given not energis
ii.Short across
No/NC Contact
iii.Failure of NO
Contact to close
Given energised
Flow Transmitter
(TEEE-500)
Flow Element

Strainer
Pump
Circuit Breaker

Rupture Disc
(Diaphragm)

Relief Valve

td

No 0/P for I/P
Incipient
No output
Incipient

Spurious Trip
Failure to
Transfer

Failure to
Close given
Open

3.0*10

6.0*10"6

y
1.0*10'

A

1.0*10
•9

3.0*10
- K

0.258*10 *
0.053*10"*
0.216*10"*
0.245*10~B

1.0*10

1.0*10

-6
6.0*10

Probability
of Failure
on Demand

1.0*10"*

*

3.5*1O"J
1.0*10"^
i.o*io":
1.0*10"*
1.0*10

*
1.0*10

4.0*10

4.0*10 B

1.0*10

4.0*10 ,
1.0*10";
4.0*10"

1.0*10 3

-
2.0*10*

2.0*10
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Table 12.2:Unreliability versus Time
(For Various Repair Times)

r

jUfpaii: Time-*

'Operating Tiiae'

15 Days

1 Month

2 Months

3 Months

7 Hours

0.94*10"9

1.93*1O~9

3.93*10"9

5.92*1O"9

24 Hours

3.18*1O"8

7.15*1O"8

1.5'i*10'7

2.30*10"7

36 Hours

9.32MO"9

2.26*10"7

4.93*1O~T

7.59*1O"7

48 Hours

1.89*10"7

5.01*10~7

1.13*10"'"

1.75*1O"6

i

No
P p«iii

5.12*1O"S

7.5EMO"5

j.C.:1 Kf*

4.39*1O"3
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13 SMALL LEAJC HANDLING SYSTEM

Small leak handling system(SLHS) is designed to remove the
decay heat from the fuel following a small LOCA and provide
means of transferring the decay heat to the ultimate heat sink
under this type of failure of the primary heat transport(PHT)
system.

13.1 Svst;em Description

SLHS provides for sufficient D2O transfer to PHT storage
tank for making up of losses from PHT system. This system is
actuated by the low storage tank level signal when the system
pressure is >55Kg/cm . This signal causes an automatic reactor
trip also. Initially about 15 tonnes of D O is transferred to
the PHT storage tank from the ECCS D2<> accumulator and later,
when thin gets exhausted, a D O storage tank, 3211-TK-1,
loacated outside the reactor building is used for supplying the
necessary D2)0 by means of the pumps ,3335-P7 and P8, provided for
this purpose.

During the recixculation phase, either of the vault
collection pumps 3491-P1 or P2 takes suction from the sump
collction area and pump the spilled D20 to the storage after
conditioning(i.e purification and heat removal) it. The
pressurising pumps or the FH pumps maintain the PHT system
pressure and inventory at the controller set point. This mode of
operation can be continued until leak is identified and plugged.

13,2. Reliability Analysis

Reliability analysis is done for on demand failure of SLHS
and the details ere shown in the fault tree(Figure 13.1). The
failure *ate data used for reliability calculation is given in
table 13.1. The calculated value of the probability of failure
on demand of this system is 2.0*10"2.
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TABLE 1X1: FAILURE RATE DATA

S.No

1
2
3
4

5
t>
-v

6

10
11

Component:

Level Transmitter
Pressure Swi :ch
Control ValVi
Pump fails t»
start, on Denund
Circuit Breacer
Human error
Check Valve
(hevy reverse
leak&ge)
Motor!sed Valve
Fails to close
Stuck closed
Strai ner-Chcking
Heat Exchancer
Level Switch
rj ping Rupture
(d.la > 3")

Failure

1.0*10"
1.0*10"
1.0*10"

1.0*10"
1.0*10"
1.0*10"
3.0*10"

1.0*10"
1.0*10"
4.0*10"
8.0*10"
1.0*10"
3.0*10'
2.0*10"

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

6

i

S
5

rate

/D
/D
/D

/D
/D
/D*
/D*

/D
/D
/D
/tube-yr

/D
/sec-yr
/ft.-yr

* Upp«ir bound (95 p^rcentile value)
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14 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION SYSTEMS

Reactor Containment is necessary to restrict the release of
radioactivity to the environment during normal as well as
accidental conditions of reactor operation. Containment
isolation during these conditions is achieved by closing the
various inlet and exhaust paths for liquids as veil as
ventilation air. The reliability of the system has to be
assesed to make sure that the design would meet the requirements
imposed by all modes of operation.

14.1 System Description

NAPP reactor containment has been divided into two zones i)
Primary Containment consisting of PHT system, Moderator system
etc. and ii) Secondary containment consisting of Boiler Room and
Dome Regioni annular region between two walls of reactor
building and main and emergency airlock housing. Under, normal
operating conditions the atmosphere in the primary containment
and in the secondary containment is maintained at a -ve pressure
w.r.t. the external atmosphere with the help of ventilation
exhaust fan units continuously running on Class III so as to
avoid any ground level leakage from the reactor through the
openings. Also, the pressure in the primary containment is
maintained -ve w.r.to that in the secondary containment so as to
avoid leakage from the Primary to the Secondary containment
since the former one houses all nuclear systems.

The instrumentation logic used for containment isolation
system actuation comprises of the following triplicated
monitoring channels.

a) Reactor Building Pressure- This is monitored using two
differential pressuure switches and a PIA. This signal is
effective only when the reactor coolant temperature at the
outlet header is >101n C.

b) Reactor Building Exhaust Activity- This is monitored by
Gross Gamma Monitors in the ventilation exhaust duct.
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c) PHT Pressure- The PHT Pressure low signal coincident with

PHT temperature >101°C.

The signals frojj these three sets of sensors are wired in
the primary and secondary containment isolation logic circuit.

In addition to the closure of dampers in the primary and
secondary containment intake and exhaust ducts, the follwing
functions are governed by the containment, isolation logic so a*
to ensure complete isolation of the radioactive atmosphere fora
normal atmosphere.

i) Isolation of D2 :> Vapor Recovery System
ii) Isolation of Dryer room ventilation system

14.2 Reliability Analysis

The details of reliability anaysis are shown in the fault
trees of fig 14.1 & 2. Safety analysis deals with unsafe
failures whereas spurious failures would result in the closure
of a damper during normal reactor operation leading to RB
pressurisation. Even though three signals could affect RB
isolation, no credit is taken of these redundant parameters
since it. is realised that all may not be actuated for various
accident situations.

The details of basic component failures resulting in the
system failures are included in the fault trees. Due
considerations are given to the particular modes of component
failures. The failure rate data used in the analysis are shown
in table 14.1.

14.3 Analysis <yf Common Cause Failures

The Containment Isolation System comprises of two
subsystems i) Instrumentation for actuation and ii) Dampers for
isolation. Redundancies have been provided in both. The
actuation signals are provided by the triplicated
instrumentation for
a) Primary containment Pressure high and PHT temperature
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b) High Activity in the Primary Exhaust Duct
c) PHT pressure low and PHT temperature >1O1 C.

In case of initiating events like LOCA, it is expected that
all the three diverse parameters would be affected and
thus,making the probability of any CCF negligible. In case of
accidental situation( e.g. Fuel Handling Accidents) leading to
high activity, Containment Isolation would be affected by b)
only. Activity monitoring is based on GM Counters wherein
diagnostic systems are provided to monitor the performance of
radiation monitors. This would reduce the duration of.unsafe
failures significantly and hence the contribution of CCF too. In
case of Ventilation Dampers, the majority of failure modes( e.g.
Solenoid, Air Failures etc.) are safe, and spring failures only
would be unsafe. The contribution to CCF would again be
insignificant. However, an overall CCF contribution of 1*10"4/d
has been assumed.
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TABLE 14.1:-FAILURE RATE DATA

1.

2.
3.

4.
5

6

7 .
8.

9.

10.
11 .

12.

n.
Ml.

COMPONENT,

Solenoid Valves/MV
Failure to op<;rat>}
Failure to remain open
Pressure Switch
Circuit Breaker
Failure to transfer ;
Spurious Trip
Buseu(all modes)
Relays
Failure \:o operate
Coil Failure open or short
Failure of NC contacts by>

openiny)
Time ft<;.'..ay P-.ilay
(Bi.oe allic Type)
Prema ; j.. e Tr msfe c
Fails to Transfer
Dampet s- Failure t.i operate
Instruoi'sn':atj on-gsneral
Failure to operat.3
Indicating Alarm Meters
All mnd^s
Catastrophic !

RTD Element
DP Transmitter
A l l ff.od'-iS
Catastrophic
GM Counter
All modes
Catastrophic
Temper.jVure Transmitter
Activity Transmitter

FAILURE RATE

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1
6
1

1

4
2
3

3
1

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10'

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*16"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

.0*10"

14.*10"
5
1
2

.0*10

.5*10"

.0*10"

J/D
J/D3/D

o/hr
8/hr

S/hr

7/hr

i

®/hr
3/D

6/hr

I /hr
Vhr

G/hr

®/hr
,/hr
3/D
/D
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15 REACTOR BUILDING COOLERS

The reactor building is divided into two areas a) primary
containment and b) secondary containment. The primary
containment is further divided into two volumes -volume V and
V2 . Volume V1 contains all high enthalpy D2<> systems which
includes mainly the pump room, fuelling mach-:i* vault and
pressure relief chambers. V consists of all axeas which are
normally accessible during reactor operation. These two are
separated by suppression pool and associated vent system. In the
event of RB getting pressurised during an accident,' the
depressu.risation is affected in three stages-, i) fast
depressuristion to limit the peak pressure by suppression pool
which removes about 25* of the total energy, ii) RB coolers
which take about 2 hou>:s to lower the pressure further and
finally iii) filtration and controlled discharge through the
stack( under favourable atmospheric conditions) which slowly
normalises the primary containment.

There are six coolers each in FM vault, South and North,
and another five in the pump room which are required to be
operational under post accident condition to bring down the
pressure in the primary containment. Half of these are normally
'ON' during the reactor operation and the remaining half come
into operation on increase in pressure. Accident analysis is
done considering the availability of only 50\ of these coolers.
Thus, only half the number will be adequate for the successful
depressurisation of RB in the stipulated period and the
operational reliability of RB coolers would be adequate under
the operating or accident conditions. However, each half of the
coolers is associated with a DG, nonavailability of any DG will
incapacitate 50% of the coolers. The probability of failure of
this mode of operation, assuming the probability of failure on
demand of a RB cooler as 3.6*10° , would be 1.0*10°. Another
common cause factor for RB coolers is non-active high pressure
process water system used for all the coolers. However, the
probability of NAHPPWS failing in short duration of about 8
hours would be negligible. Thus, the probability of failure of
RB coolers is considered as 1.0*10°/d.
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